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Summary 

Cancer cells are highly heterogeneous at the transcriptional level and in their epigenetic state. 

Methods to study epigenetic heterogeneity are limited in throughput and information obtained per 

cell. Here, we adapted Cytometry by Time of Flight (CyTOF) to analyze a wide panel of histone 

modifications in primary tumor-derived lines of Diffused Intrinsic Pontine Glioma (DIPG). DIPG 

is a lethal glioma, driven by histone H3 lysine 27 mutation (H3-K27M). We identified two 

epigenetically distinct subpopulations in DIGP, reflecting inherent heterogeneity in expression of 

the mutant histone. These two subpopulations are robust across tumor lines derived from different 

patients and show differential proliferation capacity and expression of stem-cell and differentiation 

markers. Moreover, we demonstrate the use of this high-dimensional data to elucidate potential 

interactions between histone modifications and epigenetic alterations during the cell-cycle. Our 

work establishes new concepts for the analysis of epigenetic heterogeneity in cancer that could be 

applied to diverse biological systems. 

 

Introduction 

Epigenetic regulation of genome function is fundamental for cellular differentiation, and its 

deregulation often promotes cancer (Flavahan et al., 2017; Valencia and Kadoch, 2019; Zhao and 

Shilatifard, 2019). Post-translational modifications (PTMs) of histones, which compose the 

nucleosome structure, regulate transcription by mediating interactions with the transcriptional 

machinery and by physically affecting DNA accessibility. In the last decade, single-cell RNA 

sequencing technologies have revolutionized our understanding of transcriptional heterogeneity 

within normal and malignant tissues (Baslan and Hicks, 2017; Suvà and Tirosh, 2019). Parallel 

techniques were developed to explore epigenetic cellular heterogeneity, mainly focusing on single-

cell DNA methylation and chromatin accessibility (Cusanovich et al., 2015; Kelsey et al., 2017; 

Luo et al., 2018; Shema et al., 2019; Smallwood et al., 2014).  Yet, histone PTMs are mainly 

analyzed by bulk methods such as Chromatin Immunoprecipitation and sequencing (ChIP-seq). 

Recently, single-cell ChIP-seq and Cut&Tag revealed the patterns of several histone PTMs in the 

mouse brain, during stem cell differentiation, and in breast cancer (Bartosovic et al., 2021; 

Grosselin et al., 2019; Rotem et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2021). Advances in optical microscopy and 

super-resolution imaging allowed single-cell spatial analysis of histone modifications (Boettiger et 

al., 2016; Woodworth et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2018). While these advances show great promise, they 

are limited in scale and throughput, allowing analysis of one or two modifications at a time per 
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single cell. Recently, a single-cell approach, based on CyTOF, was used to study the epigenome of 

blood immune cells, demonstrating epigenetic alterations occurring with age (Cheung et al., 2018), 

and following vaccination (Wimmers et al., 2021).  

Mutations in epigenetic regulators and histone proteins are frequent in many types of cancer. One 

example is the lysine 27-to-methionine mutation of histone H3 (H3-K27M), which is the driving 

event for DIPG, a lethal pediatric cancer. More than 80% of DIPG cases show a H3-K27M mutation 

on one allele out of 32 that encode canonical histone H3.1 or the histone variant H3.3 (Filbin and 

Monje, 2019; Nacev et al., 2019; Phillips et al., 2020; Schwartzentruber et al., 2012; Wu et al., 

2012). This gain-of-function mutation was shown to cause drastic alterations in the epigenome, in 

both cis (on the mutant histones themselves) and trans (epigenetic alterations to wild-type histones) 

(Furth et al., 2021; Zhang and Zhang, 2019). The most notable changes induced by H3-K27M are 

the global loss of the repressive modification tri-methylation of histone H3 on lysine 27 

(H3K27me3), with concomitant gain in acetylation of that same residue (H3K27ac) (Bender et al., 

2013; Brian et al., 2021; Chan et al., 2013; Lewis et al., 2013; Piunti et al., 2017). 

Here, we propose a novel adaptation of CyTOF, with a unique custom-designed epigenetic panel, 

as a method to reveal epigenetic dynamics and heterogeneity in cancer. We demonstrate the power 

of this method in revealing: (1) Systematic effects of chromatin perturbations, such as the H3-

K27M mutation in glioma; (2) Discovery of epigenetic heterogeneity within tumor lines, as 

exemplified by two distinct subpopulations in DIPG; (3) Identification of baseline correlations 

between chromatin modifications, suggesting mechanisms of co-regulation; and (4) 

Characterization of dynamic epigenetic processes in single cells. This high-dimensional single-cell 

data is instrumental in deducing principles of epigenetic heterogeneity and regulation in cancer. 

 

Results 

CyTOF Epi-Panel reveals global epigenetic alterations induced by the K27M-mutant histone 

To explore CyTOF as a method to reveal systematic effects of chromatin perturbations in cancer, 

we examined glioma models expressing the mutant histone H3.3-K27M. We designed an 

epigenetics-oriented panel, containing antibodies targeting the H3-K27M histone mutant, 18 well-

characterized histone modifications, 5 histones proteins (H1, H1.0, H3, H3.3 and H4) and 3 

chromatin regulators. We extended this panel with oncogenic, cancer stem cell and glioma lineage 

markers, as well as cell-cycle specific indicators (Figure 1A). Each selected antibody was 
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conjugated to a metal, taking into consideration several parameters in metal allocation to enable 

parallel reading of all the antibodies in the same cells and minimize technical noise (see Methods). 

Antibodies specificity was verified by introducing functional perturbations (Fig. S1A-D). 

We first applied this epigenetic panel to an isogenic system of HEK293 cells with inducible 

expression of either wild type (WT) histone H3.3 or the H3.3-K27M-mutant. To minimize batch 

effect, samples were first barcoded so that subsequent processing and CyTOF runs could be done 

simultaneously. CyTOF experiments on three biological repeats showed very high reproducibility 

between experiments, validating the system (Figure 1B-C, S1E-F). We obtained single-cell 

measurements from 72,316 and 76,695 cells expressing the WT or K27M-mutant histone, 

respectively. Each measurement of histone modification was normalized to the level of core 

histones H3, H4, and H3.3 in that cell (Methods), followed by dimension reduction Uniform 

Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) analysis (McInnes et al., 2018). Interestingly, 

HEK293 cells expressing the mutant H3.3 clustered separately from cells expressing the WT 

histone, using solely histone modifications for this algorithm and excluding the H3-K27M 

measurements (Figure 1B). This suggests that expression of H3-K27M results in global epigenetic 

alterations. Of note, we did detect a small fraction of the H3-K27M mutant cells that clustered with 

WT cells and indeed failed to express the H3-K27M construct, and were thus removed from further 

analysis (Figure S1G). 

The most prominent epigenetic alterations induced by expression of H3-K27M were the global loss 

of H3K27me3 and gain in H3K27ac, as is well documented in the literature (Bender et al., 2013; 

Chan et al., 2013) (Figure 1B-C, S1F). In addition to these known effects, the extended panel 

revealed alterations in many other epigenetic modifications, associated with both active and 

repressed chromatin. Concomitant with the increase in H3K27ac, we observed a marked increase 

in lysine 16 acetylation on histone H4 (H4K16ac). The data also revealed a global increase in the 

activating marks mono- and tri-methylation of histone H3 on lysine 4 (H3K4me1, H3K4me3) as 

well as lysine 9 and 64 acetylations (H3K64ac, H3K9ac), albeit at a lower magnitude. These 

alterations suggest a more ‘open’ chromatin state induced by the H3-K27M mutation. However, 

there was also a parallel increase in the heterochromatin-associated mark tri-methylation of lysine 

9 on histone H3 (H3K9me3), as had recently been reported (Harutyunyan et al., 2020). In addition, 

we observed a reduction in the mitosis-associated phosphorylation of histone H3 (pH3S28), and a 

mild reduction in cleaved H3, a proteolytic form of histone H3 linked with mammalian 

differentiation (Duncan et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2014) (Figure 1C). These results 

were highly reproducible across independent experiments with different H3-K27M induction times 
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(4, 7 and 10 days) (Figure S1E-F), pointing to the robustness of the epigenetic alterations and the 

quantitative nature of CyTOF in revealing systematic effects mediated by this mutation. 

The global increase in histone acetylations, suggesting a general opening of chromatin structure, 

motivated us to explore the shape of nuclei in cells expressing the mutant histone. Interestingly, we 

observed that HEK293 cells expressing H3-K27M have significantly larger nuclei than isogenic 

cells expressing WT H3.3 (Figure 1E-F). To examine whether the increase in nuclei size is indeed 

mediated by histone acetylations, we treated WT HEK293 cells with the histone deacetylase 

inhibitor Vorinostat (HDACi) for 72 hours. HDACi treatment led to an increase in nuclei size 

similar to that observed upon H3-K27M induction (Figure 1G-H). These results suggest that H3-

K27M expression results in elevated histone acetylations, presumably leading to a more ‘open’ 

chromatin structure and enlarged nuclei. 

Single-cell profiling identifies epigenetic heterogeneity in H3-K27M tumor-derived primary 

cell lines 

To examine H3-K27M-associated epigenetic alterations in a more biologically relevant system, we 

applied our CyTOF Epi-Panel to study two patient-derived DIPG cultures: SU-DIPG13, expressing 

the H3-K27M mutation endogenously, and SU-DIPG48, harboring WT H3. As expected, UMAP 

analysis of these lines, based solely on epigenetic marks, resulted in separate clustering of each 

patient (Figure 2A, S2A). H3-K27M expression was restricted to SU-DIPG13 cells, which also 

showed the expected low levels of H3K27me3 and high H3K27ac. Interestingly, while SU-DIPG48 

cells clustered to a single center, SU-DIPG13 showed a clear division into two distinct 

subpopulations (Figure 2A-B, S2B). We repeated the UMAP analysis for SU-DIPG13 cells alone, 

and trained a gradient boosting algorithm (Chen and Guestrin, 2016) to determine the epigenetic 

features that affect assignment to the two clusters (Figure 2C, S2C-E). The results showed these 

two clusters mainly originated from higher expression of the H3-K27M mutant histone, H3K27ac 

and H3K4me1 pushing the cells towards one cluster, while increased levels of H3K9me3, cleaved 

H3 and pH3S28 pushed cells towards the second cluster. In fact, the algorithm allocated single cells 

into the correct cluster at 91% percent accuracy using reads from only four modifications: 

H3K27ac, cleaved H3, H3K9me3 and H3K4me1 (Figure S2E). Intriguingly, although DIPG cells 

all contain the H3-K27M mutation endogenously, the expression of the mutant gene varied in the 

population. This variability in H3-K27M expression likely induces epigenetic heterogeneity, 

generating the two distinct epigenetic subpopulations we termed H3-K27M-low and H3-K27M-

high.  
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To characterize this epigenetic heterogeneity, we examined fold change differences of all chromatin 

marks in these two subpopulations. Similar to the trends observed in the HEK293 system, the H3-

K27M-high cluster showed elevation of all active modifications, mainly H3K27ac, H4K16ac and 

H3K4me1/3, and reduced levels of cleaved H3 and pH3S28 (Figure 2B-D, S2F). Interestingly, the 

H3-K27M-low cluster showed higher levels of the constitutive heterochromatin mark H3K9me3, 

which was upregulated by H3-K27M in the HEK293 cells (Figure 1C). These results support a 

complex regulation of this modification by H3-K27M: while the mutant histone induces an overall 

increase in this mark compared to WT H3.3 cells, it seems that lower expression of H3-K27M leads 

to higher H3K9me3 levels versus H3K9me3 levels in cells expressing high-H3-K27M. These 

results led us to explore the regulation of this modification by H3-K27M in a dynamic setup, as 

described below. Finally, we also applied our CyTOF panel to analyze two isogenic DIPG cell 

lines, where the H3.1 or H3.3-K27M alleles were knocked-out using CRISPR (Krug et al., 2019). 

Consistent with the results in the HEK293 isogenic system, loss of the mutant histone ‘rescued’ the 

most prominent epigenetic effects, reducing histone acetylations and increasing H3K27me3 and 

pH3S28 (Figure S2G-H). 

CyTOF reveals dynamic epigenetic alterations mediated by H3-K27M, suggesting distinct 

modes of regulation 

To explore the dynamics of epigenetic alterations mediated by H3-K27M, we induced expression 

of the mutant histone in the HEK293 cells for 8, 16, 48 and 96 hours, followed by CyTOF with a 

focused panel of six epigenetic marks and H3-K27M. We observed a gradual increase in the levels 

of H3-K27M expression, reaching saturation at 48 hours (Figure 3A-C, S3A). A highly coordinated 

behavior was seen for H3K27ac, H4K16ac and H3K36me2. H3K27me3 levels, however, were not 

affected at the short induction, and started to decrease gradually only at later time points (Figure 

3C). This is in line with the high stability of this modification, which is thought to be mainly 

‘diluted’ during cell-cycle progression (Alabert et al., 2015; Rice and Allis, 2001). These results 

raise the intriguing possibility that the increase in histone acetylations occur prior to the loss of 

H3K27me3, and thus may be independent of H3K27me3 depletion. Alternatively, local loss of 

H3K27me3 might be sufficient to induce the acetylation phenotype, or alterations in other 

modifications not included in the panel. 

While most of the epigenetic marks showed a gradual unidirectional change (increase or decrease) 

over H3-K27M induction, for H3K9me3 and cleaved H3 we detected a complex non-monotonic 

behavior. At early time point, corresponding to low/moderate expression of H3-K27M, H3K9me3 

and cleaved H3 expression spiked. At later time points, in which the expression of H3-K27M 
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increased, H3K9me3 and cleaved H3 levels dropped, followed by a gradual, milder elevation 

(Figure 3D). At each of these times, H3K9me3 levels were higher than prior to induction, 

suggesting a general positive effect of H3-K27M on H3K9me3 levels. This result aligns with our 

data in HEK293 cells (Figure1C) and the SU-DIPG36 isogenic system (Figure S3B). Interestingly, 

the highest levels of H3K9me3 and Cleaved H3 were detected in the presence of moderate rather 

than high expression of the mutant histone, in line with our observations that in SU-DIPG13, the 

subpopulation of H3-K27M-low cells contained higher levels of these marks compared to H3-

K27M-high cells (Figure 2D). To examine this phenomenon in a more biologically relevant 

background, we established a similar system of inducible H3.3-K27M expression in the DIPG cells 

SJ-HGGX39, which contain WT H3.3. To expand our observations, we included antibodies 

targeting the di-methylations of H3 Lys9 and Lys27 (H3K9me2 and H3K27me2). Similar to the 

results in HEK293, expression of H3-K27M in these DIPG cells induced a gradual increase in 

H3K27ac, observed as early as eight hours following induction (Figure 3E, S3C-D). Of note, both 

H3K27me2 and H3K27me3 modifications showed highly similar dynamics, decreasing only at 

later time points. Strikingly, the same non-monotonic behavior described above for H3K9me3 and 

Cleaved H3 was seen also in these DIPG cells, with moderate rather than high H3-K27M 

expression associated with higher levels of these epigenetic marks (Figure 3F). Interestingly, 

H3K9me2 and H3K36me2 showed highly similar trends. While the di- and tri-methylation of 

histone H3 Lys9 shared similar dynamic behavior, the overall levels of H3K9me2, as opposed to 

H3K9me3, decreased following H3-K27M expression. This result is in agreement with the DIPG 

isogenic systems, showing higher levels of H3K9me2 in cells knocked-out for the mutant histone 

(Figure 3G). Altogether, the data supports a complex relationship between H3-K27M expression 

and the histone modifications H3K9me2, H3K9me3, H3K36me2 and cleaved H3, which are highly 

dependent on the relative levels of H3-K27M expression. Moreover, these results provide further 

evidence for the importance of these epigenetic marks in dictating the two distinct epigenetic 

subpopulations in SU-DIPG13.  

The two epigenetic subpopulations are robust across different DIPG tumor-derived lines  

Our findings of epigenetic heterogeneity in SU-DIPG13 prompted us to explore whether this 

phenomenon was unique to that cell line, or if it could be generalized to additional DIPG tumor-

derived lines. To that end, we performed CyTOF in primary cell lines derived from three additional 

patients with H3-K27M mutation: SU-DIPG6, SU-DIPG25 and SU-DIPG38, as well as the WT 

H3 DIPG line discussed above, SJ-HGGX39. We also repeated the CyTOF for SU-DIPG13, aiming 

to examine more cells as well as expand our panel of antibodies (Table S2). UMAP analysis showed 
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that all four H3-K27M DIPG cell lines presented two epigenetic clusters, although the proportion 

of cells in the H3-K27M-low cluster varied between cell lines and between experimental repeats of 

the same cell line (Figure 4A). Moreover, a shared UMAP of two mutant lines showed they 

clustered together, indicating a highly similar epigenetic behavior, unlike SU-DIPG48 and SJ-

HGGX39 expressing WT H3, which clustered separately from the mutant lines (Figure 4B-C, 2A). 

Reproducing the previous CyTOF experiment on SU-DIPG13, in all mutant DIPG lines the H3-

K27M-low cluster had higher mean levels of cleaved H3 and cells expressing pH3S28, as well as 

H3K9me2. The H3-K27M-high cluster was characterized by higher levels of H3K27ac, H4K16ac 

and H4K4me1/3 (Figure 4D-E, S4A-E). Overall, the epigenetic landscape of the two clusters was 

highly conserved and robust between the different cell lines and biological repeats (Figure 4F). The 

two epigenetic subpopulations were seen at all phases of the cell cycle, thus do not reflect 

differences in cell-cycle stage (Figure S4F-I). Interestingly, we also observed an increase in EZH2, 

the catalytic unit of PRC2, in the H3-K27M-high cluster (Figure S4J). This result may reflect a 

feedback mechanism to the loss of H3K27me3, which needs to be further investigated. 

To explore the causal effects of H3-K27M levels on the existence and proportion of cells in the two 

epigenetic subpopulations, we genetically manipulated SU-DIPG13 cells to express an inducible 

exogenous H3-K27M construct on top of its endogenous H3-K27M mutation. Following five days 

of H3-K27M induction, we detected a significant reduction in the fraction of cells consisting the 

H3-K27M-low cluster (Figure 4G). Moreover, UMAP analysis revealed that the two epigenetic 

clusters were closer to each other in the H3-K27M-induced cells compared to the control SU-

DIPG13, suggesting a higher degree of similarity in their epigenetic landscape. Next, we knocked 

down the endogenous mutant histone in SU-DIPG13 cells, by infecting them with shRNA targeting 

the H3F3A gene that carries the K27M mutation (shK27M), or control shRNA targeting the H3F3B 

WT gene of H3.3 (shControl) (Silveira et al., 2019). UMAP analysis of shControl cells was done 

in order to define the H3-K27M-high and H3-K27M-low clusters (Figure S4K-L). Strikingly, a 

joint UMAP analysis of both the control and H3-K27M-depleted cells revealed three distinct areas 

that varied in their H3K27M expression levels (Figure 4H). Cluster 1 corresponded to the H3-

K27M-high subpopulation; while 84% of the shControl cells were allocated to this cluster, only 

7% of the shK27M cells were associated with this area. Most of the shK27M cells (85.5%) showed 

strong depletion of the mutant histone, and clustered separately from the H3-K27M-high and H3-

K27M-low cells (Figure 4H, cluster 3). Interestingly, we identified 7.5% of the shK27M cells that 

indeed expressed intermediate levels of H3-K27M, and clustered with the shControl H3-K27M-

low cluster. This data indicates that in the shRNA system, H3-K27M-low cells expressed 

intermediate levels of the mutant histone, compared to the majority of shK27M cells that showed 
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a robust depletion of H3-K27M (thus showing greater similarity to H3-K27M knock-out cells). 

These intermediate H3-K27M levels generated a distinct epigenetic landscape, which was different 

from H3-K27M-high cells or cells completely depleted from the mutant histone, as evident from 

the UMAP analysis. Taken together, these results support a causal role for H3-K27M expression 

levels in dictating the two epigenetic subpopulations in DIPG patient derived cultures. 

Finally, we aimed to examine whether this heterogeneity in H3-K27M expression can be detected 

in-vivo in mouse models and in patients diagnosed with H3-K27M gliomas. Thus, we established 

a DIPG orthotopic xenograft model by injections of SU-DIPG6 cells expressing GFP into the pons 

of immunodeficient mice (Grasso et al., 2015). H3-K27M immunofluorescence showed clear and 

robust heterogeneity in H3-K27M expression between tumor cells (Figure 4I). To better 

characterize this heterogeneity, we calculated the median intensity values of H3-K27M in 340-660 

GFP-positive cells in the brains of each of three mice (Figure S4M-N). The histogram showed a 

broad distribution of intensity values, comparable to H3-K27M levels measured in the CyTOF 

experiments. Interestingly, while in the mouse brain the majority of cells seemed to have low H3-

K27M expression, in the CyTOF experiment performed on cultured cells, we observed larger 

fraction of cells expressing high-H3-K27M (Figure S4M). These results may reflect differences in 

the microenvironment between cells grown in culture versus in-vivo growth in the brain. 

Importantly, immunohistochemical staining of H3-K27M in postmortem autopsy samples from 

three human patients also revealed intra-tumor H3-K27M heterogeneity in all specimens (Figure 

4J, S4O). These results highlight the relevance of our findings to H3-K27M tumors in humans. 

The two epigenetic subpopulations show distinctive proliferation and differentiation features 

To better characterize the two epigenetic subpopulations, we examined the expression patterns of 

stem cell, differentiation and cell cycle indicators included in our CyTOF panel. The histone variant 

H1.0 is known to be expressed heterogeneously within tumors, and H1.0 silencing by a fraction of 

tumor cells has been suggested to facilitate the transcription of oncogenes and stem-cell related 

genes (Torres et al., 2016). We found that H1.0 mean levels were reduced in the H3-K27M-high 

cluster, and a smaller fraction of cells expressed it in this cluster (Figure 5A-B, S5A). Moreover, 

H1.0 levels decreased in the HEK293 isogenic cells expressing H3-K27M compared to cells 

expressing WT H3.3, indicating the mutant histone affects H1.0 expression in diverse biological 

systems (Figure 5C). Interestingly, the cleaved form of H3, which is associated with cellular 

differentiation processes (Duncan et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2014), also showed 

reduced levels in the H3-K27M-high cluster, suggesting a lower differentiation state of these cells 

(Figure 4D-E).  
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SOX2 and c-Myc are well-known drivers of the stem-cell state, as well as oncogenes in the context 

of gliomagenesis (Pajovic et al., 2020; Suvà et al., 2014). SOX2 was reported to be induced by the 

ectopic expression of H3-K27M in an oligodendrocyte progenitor cell line, and to play an essential 

role in inducing a stem-cell-like state in glioblastoma (Pajovic et al., 2020; Suvà et al., 2014). We 

observed elevated levels of both SOX2 and c-Myc in the H3-K27M-high cluster (Figure 5A,D, 

S5A). c-Myc was also upregulated in the HEK293 cells expressing H3-K27M (Figure 5C, S5B). 

In addition, we examined markers for the neural progenitor cells (NPCs) and the mesenchymal-like 

cells (MES-like) CD24 and CD44, respectively (Neftel et al., 2019). Interestingly, we found 

enrichment of CD24+ cells in the H3-K27M-high cluster compared to the H3-K27M-low cluster, 

and an opposite trend was observed for CD44+ cells (Figure 5E, S5A). We also detected a mild 

increase in the levels of the oligodendrocytes progenitor cells (OPC) marker PDGFRa (Figure 

S5C). Other markers, including the glioblastoma lineage markers CXCR4, GFAP, DLL3 and MBP, 

and the chromatin regulators SIRT-1 and BMI1, did not behave differently between the clusters 

(Fig S4C-D). The elevated levels of SOX2, c-Myc, PDGFRa and CD24 in cells expressing high 

levels of H3-K27M, in addition to the reduced expression of H1.0 and cleaved H3, suggest that 

cells belonging to the H3-K27M-high cluster represent the fraction of tumor cells that had higher 

self-renewal, stem-cell-like properties. 

To examine the proliferation capacity of the two subpopulations, we included in our CyTOF panel 

the proliferation marker Ki-67. In all four cell lines, the H3-K27M-high cluster expressed higher 

levels of Ki-67 when compared to the H3-K27M-low cluster (Figure 5A,F, S5A). Of note, despite 

reduced Ki-67 in the H3-K27M-low cells, a higher fraction of these cells were positive for the 

mitosis-associated pH3S28, perhaps indicating prolonged unproductive mitosis (pH3S28, Figure 

S4E). Interestingly, the single-cell analysis revealed H3-K27M-mediated dependency between Ki-

67 and the oncogenic c-Myc, as the correlation between these two markers increased significantly 

in the H3-K27M-high cluster (Figure 5G, S5D). These results support the notion that the less 

differentiated H3-K27M-high cells are more proliferative. Moreover, inclusion of cell-cycle 

indicators in the experiment revealed that while >98% of cells were actively cycling, the small 

fraction of cells that were found to be in G0 state (315 out of 18,977 cells in SU-DIPG25, and 167 

out of 25,336 cells in SU-DIPG13) were exclusively allocated to the H3-K27M-low cluster. These 

results are in line with a recent single-cell RNA-seq study of DIPG tumors, showing that the 

majority of tumor cells are indeed less differentiated, and these are the cells with the higher 

proliferation capacity that presumably maintain the tumor’s aggressive behavior (Filbin et al., 

2018). 
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To gain a better understanding of the differential transcription profiles of these two epigenetic 

subpopulations, we FACS-sorted SU-DIPG25 cells based on their  expression levels of H3-K27M 

relative to H3, followed by RNA sequencing (Figure 5H-I). Differentially expressed genes in the 

H3-K27M-high and H3-K27M-low cells showed significant overlap with recently published gene 

signatures of DIPG xenograft cells expressing H3-K27M, versus cells depleted for the mutant 

histone by shRNA (Silveira et al., 2019). Among these genes that were both upregulated in H3-

K27M-high cells and included in the published signature, were genes known to promote high 

proliferation and stemness, such as MET (Wallace et al., 2013), ID4 (Jeon et al., 2008), HEY-1 

(Brun et al., 2018), VGF (Wang et al., 2018) and ITGA6 (Ying et al., 2014). The gene NID-1, 

whose expression levels correlated with patients’ shorter survival rates (Zhang et al., 2021), was 

also elevated in H3-K27M-high cells. Finally, H3-K27M-low cells expressed higher levels of the 

tumor-suppressor gene CDKN2A (p16). Taken together, this analysis provides further support to 

the high proliferative state observed for H3-K27M-high cells. Interestingly, the histone deacetylase 

SIRT-2 was upregulated in the H3-K27M-low cells, perhaps contributing to the reduced levels of 

histone acetylations in this subpopulation. 

Single-cell CyTOF analysis uncovers potential co-regulation of histone modifications 

We next aimed to explore whether the CyTOF single-cell multi-parametric data can be leveraged 

to study baseline correlations between histone modifications. Our underlying assumption is that 

histone modifications that are mechanistically linked (for example, deposited or removed by the 

same enzymes) should be highly correlated at the single-cell level. As we have measurements of 

multiple repressive and active modifications within the same cells, we might be able to deduce 

potential interactions between different epigenetic marks. We first calculated the pairwise 

correlations between all pairs of histone modifications associated with gene activation: H3K27ac, 

H3K9ac, H3K64ac, H4K16ac, H3K4me3 and H3K4me1. In both HEK293 cells and SU-DIPG48, 

expressing WT H3.3, H3 acetylations on lysine 9, 27 and 64 clustered with each other (Figure 6A-

B and S6A-B). This result aligns with our hypothesis, as these modifications are known to be 

deposited by similar enzymatic complexes (EP300/CREBBP (Di Cerbo et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 

2019)). Of note, H4K16ac, which is deposited by the distinct acetyltransferase Males absent On 

the First (MOF) (Smith et al., 2006), showed lower correlation and did not cluster with H3 

acetylations, further supporting our hypothesis. Interestingly, we also observed a high correlation 

between H4K16ac and the H3K4me1 in both lines, and in HEK293 cells these modifications also 

highly correlated with H3K4me3 (Figure 6A-B, S6B). In HeLa cells, MOF was shown to form a 

stable complex with MLL1, and the purified complex had robust methyltransferase activity in 
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depositing H3K4me1-3 (Dou et al., 2005). The high correlation between these modifications 

suggests this complex may be active in diverse cellular systems, generating synchronized 

deposition of these histone marks. In addition, recent work identified the PHD finger domain of 

MLL4, the major methyltransferase that deposits H3K4me1, as a specific reader of H4K16ac 

(Zhang et al., 2019).  

We next examined the correlations of repressive modifications with each other and with active 

chromatin marks (Figure 6C-D). The histone modifications H3K27me3 and H4K20me3, known to 

mark facultative heterochromatin, were highly correlated with each other, while H3K9me3, the 

hallmark of constitutive heterochromatin, showed significantly lower correlation with both of these 

marks. These observations are in line with the different genomic distributions of these 

modifications measured by ChIP-seq (Ernst et al., 2011) and immunofluorescence (Figure S6C). 

Interestingly, H3K9me2, but not H3K9me3, was highly correlated with the intergenic mark 

H3K36me2, perhaps reflecting their enrichment in similar genomic regions and the exclusion of 

H3K9me3 from H3K36me2 sites (Shirane et al., 2020; Weinberg et al., 2019). To examine whether 

the cell-cycle phase affects the correlations between the various histone marks, we repeated the 

correlation analysis for the sets of active and repressive modifications in cells found only at G1 or 

S phase (Figure S6D-G). While the repressive modifications showed similar clustering along the 

cell cycle, the active H4K16ac modification clustered with H3 acetylations during G1, yet in S 

phase it showed higher correlation with H3K4me3 and H3K4me1. This shift may imply a distinct 

regulation of H4K16ac during S phase. These results point to the potential of single-cell correlation 

analysis for uncovering co-regulation between epigenetic modifications. 

To explore how epigenetic perturbations affect these patterns, we analyzed HEK293 cells 

expressing H3-K27M. We observed a general increase in all correlations between open chromatin 

marks in H3-K27M cells, in line with the global opening of the chromatin structure (Figure 6E). 

The most prominent increase in correlation was observed between H3K27ac and H4K16ac, the two 

modifications that were most upregulated by H3-K27M. To further generalize these observations, 

we explored pairwise correlations in SU-DIPG13, SU-DIPG25 and SU-DIPG6 tumor lines 

endogenously expressing H3-K27M (Figure 6F-G and 6SH). Similar to HEK293 cells expressing 

H3-K27M, in SU-DIPG13 and SU-DIPG25 cells H4K16ac clustered with H3K27ac, and not with 

H3K4me1 as in cells not expressing the mutant histone. This result reflects the epigenetic 

alterations caused by H3-K27M, coupling these two acetylations on histone H3 and H4.  

To further explore the concept of histone PTMs crosstalk and provide additional validation to the 

correlations identified in single cells, we implemented a drug perturbation approach. We treated 
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the SU-DIPG13 cells with the HDAC inhibitor Vorinostat, reported to have therapeutic potential 

for DIPG (Grasso et al., 2015), for several time points. This allowed us to calculate the trajectory 

of change for each modification, and examine the correlations between the trajectories of all 

modifications. Modifications that showed a similar trajectory of change in response to Vorinostat 

were clustered together (Figure 6H-I). Interestingly, pairs of modifications that were highly 

correlated at the single-cell level also showed a similar behavior upon Vorinostat treatment. These 

results provide additional support for a shared regulation of these modifications, and highlight the 

use of CyTOF data to deduce both baseline correlations between histone marks, as well as gain 

insights on how epigenetic perturbations affect various epigenetic pathways. 

Leveraging single-cell data to analyze dynamic chromatin alterations during the cell cycle 

To further explore the utility of CyTOF in revealing dynamic processes, we aimed to leverage this 

data to more broadly identify global epigenetic alterations associated with different phases of the 

cell cycle. Thus, we combined our epigenetic CyTOF panel with the Maxpar cell cycle panel kit 

(Figure 1A), allowing us to define the cell cycle phase of each cell in the population. Analysis of 

the raw amounts of core histones revealed an increase in H3 and H4 levels when cells transitioned 

from G1 to S phase, in line with the expression of histone genes during DNA synthesis to enable 

formation of nucleosomes on the nascent DNA strand (Figure 7A, S7A). Accordingly, H3 and H4 

levels further increased in G2 cells that contain double the amount of DNA, and dropped upon cells 

division (M phase). To gain a robust view of the epigenetic changes associated with cell cycle, we 

analyzed four different cell lines, including two lines that express H3-K27M. Across all these lines, 

we found that the chromatin in S-phase seems to be in a more ‘open’ state: it was enriched with 

active marks such as H3 acetylations, and showed reduced levels of the repressive H3K9me2/3 and 

H3K27me3 marks (Figure 7B-C, S7B-C). Interestingly, H4K16ac decreased during S phase, 

emphasizing the distinct regulation of H3 and H4 acetylations, as also indicated by their lower 

correlation during S-phase (Figure 7B-C, S7B-C, S6D-E). In contrast to the previously shown 

pattern of a global increase in histone methylations (Kheir and Lund, 2010), we observed a decrease 

in most methylations examined, including the transcription-associated mark H3K36me3. Unlike 

most methylations, H3K4me3 levels increased during S-phase, in agreement with the open 

chromatin state (Figure 7B-C, S7B-C). Of note, the elevation in histone acetylations during S phase 

was milder in cells expressing H3-K27M, likely reflecting the high baseline levels of open 

chromatin marks in these cells. Finally, we also detected epigenetic alterations specific to mitosis, 

such as significant elevation in γH2A.X (Figure 7D), a modification which is integral to the DNA 
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damage response, and was previously shown to have an independent role during M phase (Ichijima 

et al., 2005)  

Next, we leveraged our data to explore the epigenetic alterations that occur with time during S-

phase. We used iridium labeling that marks total DNA content to divide the S-phase population 

accordingly: cells with high iridium are at a late stage of DNA synthesis, while cells with low 

iridium are in early S-phase. Similar to the increase observed in H3 and H4 levels between G1, S 

and G2 cells, we detected an increase in the levels of these core histones in late versus early DNA 

synthesis (Figure 7E). To explore the pattern of histone modifications along S-phase, we 

normalized their levels to the core histones H3 and H4, to account for the total increase in histones 

expression. As expected, almost all histone modifications showed decreased levels in late S-phase, 

compatible with the dilution of the parental modified histones and incorporation of new histones 

that are not yet modified (Figure 7F, S7D). Interestingly, the repressive histone modifications 

H3K27me3, H4K20me3 and H3K9me3 showed slower restoration in comparison to the active 

modifications H3K4me3, H3K64ac and H3K9ac. H3K9me3 levels, which were reported to be 

restored slowly and fully just by the next G1 cycle (Alabert et al., 2015), indeed showed a prominent 

decrease in late S-phase in all five cell lines examined (Figure 7F-G and S7D). The fold change of 

H3K4me3 in late versus early S-phase was lower than that of H3K9me3, indicating a faster 

restoration of this histone mark, in agreement with previous reports (Reverón-Gómez et al., 2018). 

Interestingly, among the modifications that showed very fast restoration across all cell lines were 

the acetylations of H3 on lysine 9 and 64. These results may reflect the more dynamic nature of 

histone acetylations versus methylations (Rice and Allis, 2001), and suggest faster kinetics of 

histone acetyltransferases versus methyltransferases. Moreover, studies of DNA replication timing 

showed that open, transcriptionally active chromatin is replicated early, while closed chromatin is 

replicated in late S-phase (Klein et al., 2021). This may account for the higher restoration of 

H3K9ac and H3K64ac seen in late S-phase, as well as H3K4me3, compared with close chromatin 

modifications such as H3K9me3.  

 

Discussion 

In this study, we present the advantages of the CyTOF methodology to achieve a broad analysis of 

histone modification states in cancer cells at a single-cell resolution. The H3-K27M mutation in 

DIPG is known to drive drastic epigenetic alterations, however the extent of these alterations, the 

epigenetic marks that are influenced by it, and its heterogeneity within the population are unclear. 
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We identified downregulation of H3K9me2 and upregulation of H4K16ac as two of the most 

prominent effects of H3-K27M expression. Schachner et al. recently applied mass spectrometry to 

intact nucleosomes and showed high levels of H4K16ac on H3-K27M-mutant nucleosomes 

(Schachner et al., 2021), supporting a cis effect of the mutation on this specific H4 acetylation. The 

global increase in H4K16ac observed in our data strongly suggests a trans effect as well, similar to 

H3K27ac. Interestingly, our data suggests that these two acetylations, H3K27ac and H4K16ac, are 

likely to be distinctly regulated; first, they show a lower correlation between themselves compared 

to the correlations between H3 acetylations that are known to share enzymatic writers. Second, 

while H4K16ac is upregulated by H3-K27M, similarly to other acetylations, it shows a distinct 

behavior during S-phase, where its restoration to newly deposited histones is slow and does not 

follow H3 acetylations. Finally, studies report that H4K16ac is deposited by a specific writer, MOF, 

which does not target other lysine residues. Collectively, this data suggests unique functions for 

this acetylation that are not redundant with H3 acetylations. 

The single-cell analysis revealed epigenetic heterogeneity within the DIPG tumor-derived cell 

lines, generating two distinct epigenetic subpopulations with unique characteristics. Interestingly, 

these epigenetic subpopulations are associated with inherent heterogeneity in H3-K27M 

expression, and were not detected in a DIPG line containing WT H3. While H3-K27M is expressed 

in a gradient across the population, the clear division into two clusters suggests a threshold effect 

for mediating various epigenetic alterations. In line with this notion is our finding that H3K9me2, 

H3K9me3, H3K36me2 and cleaved H3 levels are affected differently by the levels of H3-K27M in 

individual cells. Moreover, manipulating H3-K27M levels in DIPG cells by overexpression or 

depletion of the mutant histone induced a shift in the fraction of cells in these two subpopulations, 

indicating a causal role for H3K27M in generating this epigenetic heterogeneity. The heterogeneity 

in H3-K27M expression itself could also stem from epigenetic changes in its chromatin 

environment, generating a feedback mechanism that may further stabilize the two distinct states. 

Interestingly, while these two states are seen in four different patient-derived DIPG lines, and are 

reproducible across biological repeats, the fraction of cells in each cluster varies. This suggests that 

environmental conditions may affect the propensity of cells to be in each of the states. It is currently 

unclear how stable these subpopulations are, and whether cells can transition from one state to the 

other. Importantly, H3-K27M heterogeneity is also observed in-vivo in DIPG xenograft mouse 

model and in human tumors, supporting the relevance of these findings to the biology of this cancer. 

Our work establishes new modes for the analysis of CyTOF data, focusing on epigenetic markers 

that are expressed in gradients in all cells rather than proteins with binary expression patterns that 
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are often analyzed by CyTOF (i.e., cell surface markers indicative of cell identity, etc.). We 

developed a normalization strategy to account for technical variation that likely stems from 

differences in permeability between cells during the staining protocol, and is thus highly important 

when measuring nuclear proteins. We then leveraged the single-cell data to extrapolate on cross-

talk between epigenetic marks. Interestingly, we identified a high correlation between H4K16ac 

and H3K4me3, which is supported by a reported interaction between the two writers that deposit 

these modifications: MOF and MLL1 (Dou et al., 2005). The high correlation suggests the 

deposition of these two marks may be coordinated in diverse biological systems. Finally, we show 

that the multiple measurements from individual cells can be leveraged to identify epigenetic 

changes associated with distinct cell states, for example phases of the cell cycle or early versus late 

DNA synthesis. Using the core histones for normalization allowed us to follow the restoration of 

histone modifications during S-phase, establishing the system as complementary to ChOR-seq 

(Reverón-Gómez et al., 2018). This approach can be applied to address diverse biological questions 

related to cancer and cellular differentiation. 

 

Limitations of the study 

The CyTOF technology relies on the use of antibodies, and is thus susceptible to the general caveats 

associated with antibodies-based methodologies: non-specific binding, differences in avidity to 

nucleosomes that contain one or two copies of a modification, or differences in binding that stem 

from the presence or absence of other modifications on adjacent lysine residues. In the current 

study, we validated some of the antibodies by perturbation experiments (Figure S1A). Other 

antibodies were previously validated (Cheung et al., 2018; Fedyuk et al., 2021; Shema et al., 2016). 

Yet, we cannot rule out potential confounding effects of the use of antibodies on the data.  

Another limitation of CyTOF is that it is restricted to the detection of global levels of modifications, 

and thus cannot determine the genomic localizations of the various marks. Moreover, minor 

changes in the global levels of some modifications might elicit significant downstream biological 

effects. Finally, changes in global levels measured by CyTOF might be influenced by the baseline 

abundance of the modification. For example, relatively small changes in highly abundant 

modifications may translate to large differences in terms of genomic occupancies. Nevertheless, 

our data indicates that the CyTOF technology is quantitative and highly sensitive even to minor 

changes, partially mitigating this limitation.  
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Figures legends: 

Figure 1: High-dimensional single-cell analysis of H3-K27M-induced epigenetic alterations  

(A) Left: Scheme of CyTOF experimental setup and analysis for H3-K27M models. Right: 

Epigenetic-oriented antibody panel. The exact panel composition used for each experiment, and 

the number of cells analyzed, is described in Table S2 and Table S3, respectively. (B-C) HEK293 

cells were induced for 10 days to express H3-WT or H3-K27M, and analyzed by CyTOF. Shown 

is one representative biological repeat out of three. (B) UMAP of CyTOF measurements after 

scaling and normalization. The H3-K27M signal was not included in the UMAP algorithm. 

Isogenic cells expressing H3-K27M are clustered separately from WT cells. (C) Fold change 

differences between the WT and H3-K27M expressing cells for the indicated epigenetic 

modifications. Mean values (after transformation, scaling and normalization) of the WT were 

subtracted from the mutant. (D) Western blot analysis of HEK293 cells induced as in (B-C) with 

the indicated antibodies. H3-K27M is robustly induced, leading to reduced levels of H3K27me3 

concomitant with an increase in H3K27ac. Beta tubulin and H3 represent loading controls. (E-F) 

HEK293 cells were induced to express WT or H3-K27M for 72 hours, followed by DAPI staining 

to label nuclei. (E) Quantification of nuclei size (n=90, p-value = 3.2e-10), one-sided Student's t-

test was performed. Error bars represent SE. (F) Representative confocal images (scale = 20μm). 

(G-H) HEK293 cells were treated with the HDAC inhibitor (HDACi) Vorinostat for the indicated 

times, and stained with DAPI. (G) Nuclei size was calculated as in (E) (n=90, p-value = 1.3e-7). 

(H) Representative confocal images (scale = 20μm). Cells expressing H3-K27M or treated with 

HDACi have enlarged nuclei. 

 

Figure 2: Two distinct epigenetic populations identified in H3-K27M tumor-derived cells  

(A) SU-DIPG48 tumor-derived cells expressing WT H3 and SU-DIPG13 expressing H3-K27M 

were analyzed by CyTOF. UMAP based on all epigenetic marks measured shows separate 

clustering of the two tumor-derived lines (Top left: red/blue indicates the sample index). Also 

shown are the scaled, normalized levels of H3-K27M, H3K27ac and H3K27me3 in these cells. 

Shown is one representative biological repeat out of two. For panel composition and number of 

cells analyzed, see Tables S2-3. (B) UMAP of SU-DIPG13 cells, based on epigenetic marks as in 

(A), showing two distinct clusters. Levels of the indicated modifications in these cells are shown. 

(C) Spring plot (Sharko et al., 2008) representation of the gradient boosting algorithm, 

demonstrating the contribution of the top seven influencing epigenetic markers in the allocation of 
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cells to clusters. (D) Fold change differences between the two clusters identified in SU-DIPG13 for 

the indicated epigenetic modifications. Mean values (after transformation, scaling and 

normalization) of the H3-K27M-low cluster were subtracted from the H3-K27M-high cluster.  

 

Figure 3: Dynamics of H3-K27M-induced epigenetic alterations 

(A-D) HEK293 cells were induced to express H3-K27M for 8, 16, 48 and 96 hours, compared to 

cells expressing WT-H3 (marked as zero induction of H3-K27M), and analyzed by CyTOF with a 

panel of six epigenetic modifications, H3-K27M, and the core histones for normalization. (A) 

UMAP based on all epigenetic modifications measured shows spatial continuous separation of the 

cells by their time of induction. Also shown are the scaled, normalized levels of H3-K27M, 

H3K27ac and H3K27me3. (B) The mean of distribution of the indicated marks at the different time 

points. Dot size represents sample variance. (C, D) Mean values of the indicated modifications as 

a function of H3-K27M induction time. While the modifications in (C) show gradual 

increase/decrease with H3-K27M expression, cleaved H3 and H3K9me3 (D) are distinctly affected 

by differences in H3-K27M levels. To calculate the significance of changes over time, we 

performed Welch’s t-test for each modification at each of the time points, relative to the time point 

that preceded it. All changes are significant (p-value < 0.001) except for H3K27me3 levels at  0 to 

8 hours, which remain the same. (E, F) SJ-HGGX39 cells were induced to express H3-K27M for 

8, 16, 48 and 96 hours, compared to non-induced cells. CyTOF analysis was done as in (A), with 

the addition of H3K27me2 and H3K9me2 antibodies. Shown are the mean values of the indicated 

modifications as a function of H3-K27M induction time, as in (C, D). P-values were calculated as 

in (C, D): all changes are significant except for the change in H3K27me2 levels from 0 to 8, and 8 

to 16 hours; the H3K36me2 change from 8 to 16 hours, and the H3K9me3 change from 8 to 16 

hours, and 16 to 48 hours. The experiment was performed once with multiple time points. (G) 

H3K9me2 expression levels in SU-DIPG36 and BT245 cell lines, in the control (K27M) versus 

H3-K27M knock-out (KO) cells, as measured by CyTOF. P-values were calculated by Welch’s t-

test. *** P-value < 0.001.  

 

Figure 4: The two epigenetic states are robust across several patient-derived lines, with H3-

K27M heterogeneity observed in-vivo in mouse model and in human tumors.  
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(A) UMAP of four different patient-derived cell lines, based on all the epigenetic modifications 

measured, showing two distinct clusters. Levels of scaled, normalized H3-K27M are shown. 

Presented is one biological representative repeat out of four CyTOF experiments for SU-DIPG13, 

three for SU-DIPG25, one for SU-DIPG6 and one for SU-DIPG38. (B) UMAP of WT and H3-

K27M patient-derived cell lines, based on all epigenetic modifications, analyzed together by 

CyTOF. Right: SU-DIPG13 (red) and SU-DIPG48 (blue). Left: SU-DIPG25 (red) and SJ-HGGX39 

(blue). Colors represent samples’ barcodes, indicating that WT cells cluster separately from mutant 

cells. (C) UMAP of two H3-K27M DIPG cell lines analyzed together as in (B). Right: SU-DIPG13 

(green) and SU-DIPG25 (purple). Left: SU-DIPG6 (green) and SU-DIPG13 (purple). Colors 

represent samples’ barcodes, indicating that each two lines, derived from different patients, are 

interchangeable, and that both show the two epigenetic clusters. (D, E) Representative fold change 

differences between the two clusters identified in SU-DIPG6 (D) and in SU-DIPG25 (E) for the 

indicated epigenetic modifications. Mean values (after transformation, scaling and normalization) 

of the H3-K27M-low cluster were subtracted from the H3-K27M-high cluster. (F) Heat map of the 

indicated modifications in H3-K27M-high and H3-K27M-low subpopulations, in four biological 

repeats of SU-DIPG13 and two of SU-DIPG25. (G) SU-DIPG13 cells were induced to express 

ectopic H3-K27M. Left: UMAP of non-induced cells (control) and cells following five days of 

induction (K27M OE- overexpression), based on epigenetic modifications as in (A). Shown are the 

levels of H3-K27M. Right: the percentage of cells allocated to the H3-K27M-low population in the 

control and following H3-K27M induction. P-values were calculated by Welch’s t-test. *** P-value 

< 0.001.  (H) SU-DIPG13 cells were infected with shRNA targeting the H3F3A gene that carries 

the K27M mutation (‘shK27M’), or control shRNA targeting the H3F3B WT gene of H3.3 

(‘shControl’), and analyzed by CyTOF. Left: joint UMAP analysis, based on all epigenetic 

modifications, of the shControl and shK27M cells. Colors represent samples’ barcodes; shControl 

cells were first barcoded as H3-K27M-high or H3-K27M low according to their allocation to these 

clusters in a UMAP performed on the control cells alone (shown in Figure S4K). Numbers (#1-3) 

represent areas with distinct H3-K27M expression levels, as presented in the middle panel. Right: 

The fraction of cells per sample allocated to areas #1-3. P-values were calculated as in (G). (I) SU-

DIPG6 cells were injected to the pons of immunodeficient mice to form tumors. Representative 

confocal images (maximum projection) of DAPI (blue) and H3-K27M (red) staining. H3-K27M 

heterogeneity is observed: Asterisks mark cells expressing high levels of H3-K27M, and 

arrowheads mark cells expressing lower levels of the mutant histone, with similar DAPI signal. 

Scale bar = 20μm. (J) Human patient autopsy, stained for H3-K27M. Scale bar = 200μm. 
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Figure 5: The two epigenetic subpopulations show distinct proliferation capacity and 

expression of oncogenic and cancer stem-cells markers 

(A) UMAP analysis as in Figure 4A. Shown are the levels of H1.0, Ki-67 and SOX2. (B) Fraction 

of H1.0-positive cells in the two epigenetic subpopulations of SU-DIPG6. P-values were calculated 

by chi square test. *** P-value < 0.001.  (C) Western blot analysis of HEK293 cells induced to 

express H3-WT or H3-K27M. H3-K27M expression leads to downregulation of H1.0 and 

upregulation of c-Myc. H3 represents loading control. (D) Box plots depicting CyTOF 

measurements of SOX2 and c-Myc (transformed and scaled) in SU-DIPG6 H3-K27M-high and 

H3-K27M-low clusters. P-values were calculated by Welch’s t-test. *** P-value < 0.001.   (E) 

Fraction of cells positive for CD24 and CD44 in the two epigenetic subpopulations. P-values were 

calculated as in (B). (F) Box plots of Ki-67 expression levels in the two epigenetic subpopulations. 

P-values were calculated as in (D). (G) Contour plots of c-Myc versus Ki-67 in SU-DIPG6 H3-

K27M-high (orange) and H3-K27M-low (gray) clusters. (H) Flow cytometry analysis of SU-

DIPG25 cells, stained for H3-K27M-AF488 and H3-AF647. Cells were sorted based on H3-K27M 

levels for subsequent RNA-sequencing. Shown is one representative biological repeat out of three. 

(I) Volcano plot showing differentially expressed genes in the sorted SU-DIPG25 cells, expressing 

high versus low H3-K27M levels. 

 

Figure 6: Single cell pairwise correlations suggest co-regulation between epigenetic marks 

(A-D) Pearson pairwise correlation between histone modifications measured by CyTOF (after 

transformation, scaling and normalization) in WT HEK293 (A, C) and SU-DIPG48 (B, D) cells. 

(A-B) Coefficient of determination (R2) heat map matrix of active histone modifications. High 

correlations are observed between H3 acetylations on lysine residues 9, 27 and 64. H4K16ac is less 

correlated with H3 acetylations, and instead shows a high correlation with H3K4me1. (C-D) R2 

heat map matrix of repressive histone modifications. H3K27me3 is highly correlated with 

H4K20me3. (E) R2 heat map matrix of active histone modifications measured in HEK293 cells 

expressing H3-K27M. (F-G) R2 heat map matrix of active histone modifications measured in (F) 

SU-DIPG13 and (G) SU-DIPG25 cells. (H-I) SU-DIPG13 cells were treated with the HDAC 

inhibitor Vorinostat for 0, 12, 24, 36 and 48 hours.  Heat map represents the correlations between 

the means of distributions of the modifications at the different time points, indicating similarity in 

the trajectories of change of each modification in response to Vorinostat. High degree of correlation 

indicates modifications that varied together. (I) Mean values of the indicated histone acetylations 
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in response to Vorinostat. To calculate the significance of changes over time, we performed 

Welch’s t-test for each modification at each of the time points, relative to the time point that 

preceded it. All changes are significant (p-value < 0.001) except for the following: the H3K64ac 

and H3K27ac changes from 12 to 24, and 36 to 48 hours, the H3K9ac change from 12 to 24, and 

24 to 36 hours. 

 

Figure 7: High-dimensional single-cell analysis of epigenetic alterations during cell cycle 

(A) Box plots of the non-normalized scaled expression levels of H3 and H4 in different phases of 

the cell cycle, in SU-DIPG48 cells. P-values were calculated by Welch’s t-test. *** P-value < 

0.001.  (B) Heat map of the indicated histone modifications, scaled and normalized, in G1 and S 

phase cells, across four different cell lines: HEK293, SU-DIPG48, SU-DIPG13 and SU-DIPG25. 

A single repeat was done for each cell line. (C) Graphical representation of the epigenetic state of 

the G1 and S-phase populations of SU-DIPG48. (D) Box plots of scaled, normalized levels of 

γH2A.X in different phases of the cell cycle, in SU-DIPG48 cells. P-values were calculated as in 

(A). (E) Box plots of the non-normalized scaled expression levels of H3 and H4 during S-phase, 

indicating an increase in their expression levels. P-values were calculated as in (A). (F) Heat map 

of the indicated histone modifications, scaled and normalized, in early and late S phase, measured 

across five cell lines: HEK293, SU-DIPG48, SU-DIPG13, SU-DIPG25 and SU-DIPG6. A single 

repeat was done for each cell line. (G) Left: Histograms of H3K9me3 and H3K4me3 in early and 

late S phase in the five cell lines as in (F). Right: Dots represent the mean values of H3K9me3 and 

H3K4me3 modifications. P-values for the changes between early and late S phase, for each 

modification, were calculated by Welch’s t-test. All changes are significant with a p-value < 0.001, 

except for H3K4me3 in SU-DIPG6, for which the p-value = 0.0087. 
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STAR Methods 

Resource availability 

Lead contact 

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be 

fulfilled by the lead contact, Efrat Shema (efrat.shema@weizmann.ac.il). 

 

Materials availability 

Cell lines generated in this study are listed in the key resource table and are available upon request. 

 

Data and code availability 

Images of HEK293 nuclei, together with the tables detailing the analysis, have been deposited 

to Mendeley Data and are publicly available as of the date of publication. DOIs are listed in the 

key resources table. Images of mouse slides, together with the tables detailing the analysis, have 

been deposited to Mendeley Data and are publicly available as of the date of publication. DOIs are 

listed in the key resources table. CyTOF data has been deposited to Flow Repository and is 

publicly available as of the date of publication. DOIs are listed in the key resources table. MARS-

Seq data has been deposited to GEO and is publicly available as of the date of publication. The 

accession number is listed in the key resources table.  

All original code has been deposited at Zenodo and is publicly available as of the date of 

publication. DOIs are listed in the key resources table. 

Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from 

the lead contact upon request. 

 

Experimental model and subject details 

HEK293 and HEK293T cultures 

HEK293 and HEK293T (female) cells were grown in complete DMEM containing 10% FBS 

(v/v) and 1% P/S (v/v) on 10cm dishes or 6-well plates and passaged by trypsination. Prior to 

doxycycline induction, G418 antibiotic was added to the medium at every passage at 0.5mg/ml 

to select against uninfected cells. Following induction, the medium was replaced daily with 

fresh medium containing 1μg/ml doxycycline. Prior to CyTOF experiments, HEK293 cultures 

were thoroughly triturated with a serological pipette after trypsination to ensure single-cell 

separation. For Immunofluorescence imaging, HEK293 cell were grown on glass coverslips 

(13mm, No.1) on 10cm dishes. Cells were grown in a standard humidified cell culture 

incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2. Cell cultures were regularly tested for mycoplasma 
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contamination. HEK293 and HEK293T cells were not authenticated. 

 

MCF7 cultures 

MCF7 (female) cells for immunofluorescence imaging were grown in complete DMEM 

containing 10% FBS (v/v) and 1% P/S (v/v) on glass coverslips (13mm, No.1) on 10cm dishes 

and passaged by trypsination. Cells were grown in a standard humidified cell culture incubator 

at 37°C and 5% CO2. Cell cultures were regularly tested for mycoplasma contamination. 

MCF7 cells were not authenticated. 

 

Glioma cultures 

Glioma cells were grown according to a previously published protocol in T25 or T75 filter 

flasks in tumor stem medium (1X TSM) based on a 1:1 mixture of Neurobasal-A medium and 

DMEM-F12, and supplemented with: 10mM HEPES buffer, 1mM MEM sodium-pyruvate, 

0.1mM MEM non-essential amino acids, 2mM L-alanyl-L-glutamine dipeptide, antibiotic 

antimycotic, 2% B-27 supplement w/o vitamin A (v/v), 20ng/ml H-EGF, 20ng/ml H-FGF-

basic-154, 10ng/ml H-PDGF-AA, and 10ng/ml H-PDGF-BB and 2μg/ml heparin. When 

treated with Vorinostat, it was added to the growth medium to a final concentration of 1μM. 

Glioma cells were passaged as follows: The suspension containing the cells was collected into 

a tube and centrifuged at 300g for 5 minutes. In the meantime, 7ml of TrypLE Express added 

with DNase I (diluted 1:100 from a stock of 100mg/22.5ml) was added to the flask and 

incubate at 37°C to detach cells adhering to the bottom. After centrifugation, the supernatant 

conditioned medium was set aside in a new tube, and the trypsinated cells in the flask were 

added to the remaining pellet, resulting in 7ml of cells suspended in TrypLE Express. The flask 

was washed again with 5ml of TrypLE Express added with DNase 1 to collect all leftover cells 

and added to the trypsinated mixture, which was then triturated with a serological pipette and 

rotated for 10 minutes at 37°C to completely dissociate cells; this step was skipped for the 

adherent glioma lines: BT245, HGGX39 and SU-DIPG36. Following these 10 minutes, the 

cells were again triturated with a serological pipette, and the suspension then had 22ml of 1X 

HBSS added to it to dilute TrypLE express. The cells were then pelleted at 300g for 7 minutes 

and the supernatant was aspirated. Cells were resuspended in 1ml of HBSS and counted, and 

1M were transferred to a T25 flask or 2M to a T75 flask. 2X TSM medium as described above 

was prepared in advance, and the cells were grown in a 1:1 mixture of 2X TSM and conditioned 

medium from the tube set aside. If glioma cells were harvested for CyTOF and not needed for 

maintenance, the conditioned medium was aspirated instead of kept, and cells were filtered 
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through a 100μm mesh to remove any large aggregates after the addition of 22ml 1X HBSS. 

The sexes of the cells were as follows: SU-DIPG6 – female, SU-DIPG13 – female, SU-DIPG 

25 – female, SU-DIPG – 36 – female, SU-DIPG 38 – female. Information about the sexes of the 

cell lines: SU-DIPG 48, BT245, and SJ-HGGX39 was not available. The SU-DIPG6, SU-

DIPG13, SU-DIPG38, SU-DIP25, and SU-DIPG48 cells were a gift from M.Monje (Grasso 

et al., 2015). The SU-DIPG36 and BT245 KO cells and their parental K27M lines were a gift 

from N. Jabado (Krug et al., 2019). The SJ-HGGX39 cells were a gift from S. Baker. All cells 

were grown in a standard humidified cell culture incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2. Cell cultures 

were regularly tested for mycoplasma contamination. Glioma cells were not authenticated. 

Prior to doxycycline induction, G418 antibiotic was added to the medium at every passage at 

0.25mg/ml to select against uninfected cells. Following induction, the medium was replaced 

daily with fresh medium containing 0.5μg/ml doxycycline. For shRNA experiments (detailed 

below), cells were grown with 0.5μg/ml puromycin. 

 

NSG mice housing 

Animal studies were approved by Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). 

NSG male mice 10-12 weeks old were housed and handled in a specific-pathogen-free, 

temperature-controlled (22°C ± 1°C) mouse facility on a 12/12 h light/dark cycle. Animals 

were fed a regular chow diet ad libitum. 

 

Human subjects 

S18-5613 is an 18 year-old female with a spinal tumor. S18-9426 is a 4 year-old male with a spinal 

nodule and leptomeningeal dissemination. S21-1552 is a 15 year-old male with a thalamic tumor. 

Since the IHC slides were acquired as part of clinical diagnosis, approval from an ethics committee 

was not required. 

 

Method details 

Lentiviral transfection and selection 

The pInducer20 H3.3 WT and H3.3-K27M plasmids were a gift from M. Suva. Lentiviral (3rd 

generation) packaging was performed by jetPEI-mediated transfection of HEK293T with 

appropriate plasmids (Tiscornia et al., 2006). Virus-containing supernatants were collected 48 

hours following transfection, filtered, supplemented with 8µg/ml Polybrene, and added to target 

culture (HEK293, SJ-HGGX39 and SU-DIPG13). Infected HEK293 cells were selected with 

0.5mg/ml G418, infected SJ-HGGX39 cells were selected with 0.25mg/ml G418 and infected SU-
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DIPG13 cells were selected with 0.2mg/ml G418. HEK293 cultures were induced with 1µg/ml 

doxycycline, while SJ-HGGX39 and SU-DIPG13 cultures were induced with 0.5µg/ml 

doxycycline. SU-DIPG13 cells used for shRNA experiments were selected with 0.5μg/ml 

puromycin. The shRNA plasmids targeting either H3F3A or H3F3B (pGIPZ-tRFP-miR-E-H3F3A 

or pGIPZ-tRFP-miR-E-H3F3B) were a gift from S. Baker. Lentiviral (2nd generation) production 

was performed by jetPEI-mediated transfection with Trans-Lentiviral Packaging plasmids (Wu et 

al., 2000). Virus-containing supernatants were collected 72h following transfection, filtered, 

supplemented with 8µg/ml polybrene, and added to SU-DIPG13 cells. Infected cells were selected 

with 0.5μg/ml puromycin for 12 days before CyTOF analysis. 

 

Antibody metal conjugation 

Antibodies were conjugated to metals using the Maxpar X8 Antibody Labeling Kit 

(Fluidigm) or the MIBItag Conjugation Kit (IONpath), according to the manufacturer’s 

protocols. Metals for conjugation were chosen in a way that would minimize noise and 

spillover between channels. This was done according to guidelines appearing in: (Han et al., 

2018). Table S1 specifies the antibodies used and the metal allocated to each antibody. 

 

CyTOF sample preparation 

Sample preparation was similar to previously described protocols (Palii et al., 2019). Before 

harvesting, 5ml FACS tubes were coated with MaxPar Cell Staining Buffer (Fluidigm) for 30 

minutes at RT or at 4°C overnight, to minimize loss of cells sticking to the sides of the tubes. 

Staining buffer was aspirated before starting the protocol. Up to 6M cells were harvested into 

5ml FACS tubes, washed with in 4ml of MaxPar PBS (Fluidigm), then centrifuged at 400g for 

10 minutes with slow break (used throughout the protocol). PBS supernatant was aspirated and 

the cells were labeled with 1.25μM Cell-ID Cisplatin (Fluidigm) in 1ml PBS for one minute 

for live/dead staining. Cisplatin was then quenched with 3ml DMEM+10% FBS pre-warmed 

to 37°C and the cells were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 400g. The supernatant was aspirated 

and cells were washed with 4ml of staining buffer, then centrifuged at 400g for 10 minutes. 

The supernatant was aspirated and the cells were then gently fixed in 1ml of nuclear antigen 

staining working solution (Maxpar Nuclear Antigen Staining Buffer Set, Fluidigm) for 30 

minutes, then centrifuged at 700g for 10 minutes. The supernatant was aspirated and the cells 

were resuspended in 1ml nuclear antigen permeabilization buffer (Maxpar Nuclear Antigen 

Staining Buffer Set, Fluidigm), counted, and the supernatant was discarded as necessary so 

that no more than 3M cells would enter the next step. Then, the cells were centrifuged at 700g 
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for 10 minutes, the supernatant was aspirated and the pellet was resuspended in 800μl nuclear 

antigen permeabilization buffer. Palladium-based barcodes (Cell-ID 20-Plex Pd Barcoding 

Kit, Fluidigm) were suspended in 100μl of nuclear antigen permeabilization buffer and 

immediately and completely mixed with the 800μl cells solution, then left on the bench top for 

1 hour for complete barcoding. After 1 hour of barcoding, the cells were centrifuged at 700g 

for 10 minutes, then the supernatant was aspirated. The cells were then washed twice by 

resuspending them with 4ml nuclear antigen permeabilization buffer and centrifuging at 700g 

for 10 minutes. The cells were resuspended in 1ml nuclear antigen permeabilization buffer and 

counted. To ensure even and effective staining, a predetermined volume of antibody per 1M 

cells, and the total number of cells to be stained, had been titered, validated and prepared in 

advance, but within 4 hours of staining the cells. To minimize batch effect in sample 

preparation, the supernatant was discarded and samples were pooled into one tube so that all 

samples would contribute equally to staining and so that the total number of cells would not 

exceed the predetermined number, which was adjusted to be between 1M-2M cells per sample. 

The pooled sample was then centrifuged at 700g for 10 minutes. The total volume of antibodies 

to add was calculated, then the supernatant was aspirated and the cells were blocked in a 

volume of normal goat serum (NGS, Cell Signaling Technology) that would constitute 10% 

of the final solution containing the antibodies. After 10 minutes of blocking, antibodies were 

added to the solution and the solution was left on the bench top for 30 minutes for staining. 

Cells were then washed twice by suspending them in 4ml of staining buffer and centrifuging 

at 700g for 10 minutes. The supernatant was aspirated and around 50μl of supernatant residual 

volume was left and in which the cells were resuspended. The cells were fixed in 1-2ml 10% 

formalin by slowly adding it to the suspension while intermittently tapping the tube. The cells 

undergoing fixation were kept at 4°C overnight with gentle rocking. The next day, the formalin 

solution was supplemented with Cell-ID Intercalator-Iridium (Fluidigm) to achieve a final 

concentration of 125nM to label the DNA of the cells. The cells were then washed twice by 

suspending them in 3-4ml staining buffer and centrifuging at 700g for 10 minutes. The 

supernatant was aspirated and the cells were washed twice by resuspending them in Maxpar 

Cell Acquisition Solution (Fluidigm) and centrifuging at 700g for 10 minutes. Cells were 

resuspended in 1ml of cell acquisition solution containing 1:10 dilution of EQ Four Element 

Calibration Beads (Fluidigm), counted, and adjusted to attain a concentration of about 3M 

cells/ml. Cells were filtered through a 35μm mesh cell strainer (Falcon) before acquiring data 

on a Fluidigm Helios CyTOF system. 
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CyTOF data analysis 

Data processing 

CyTOF data underwent the following pre-processing prior to analyses: First, the CyTOF 

software by Fluidigm was used for normalization and concatenation of the acquired data. 

Then, several gates were applied using the Cytobank platform (Beckman Coulter): First, 

the normalization beads were gated out using the 140Ce channel. Then, live single cells 

were gated using the cisplatin 195Pt, iridium DNA label in 193Ir, event length, and the 

Gaussian parameters of width, center, offset and residual channels. CyTOF software was 

then used for samples de-barcoding. 

Data manipulation and scaling 

Before beginning the analysis procedure, the cells were gated using the core histones (H3, H3.3, 

and H4). The gate allowed only cells with a minimum raw value of 5 for all core histones into the 

next steps of the analysis. The gating on the core histones was followed by a gate on a subset of the 

epigenetic markers (H3K36me3, H3K4me3, H3K36me2, H4K16ac, H2Aub, H3K4me1, 

H3K64ac, H3K27ac, H3K9ac, H3K27me3, and H3K9me3), gating for a minimum raw value 

of 2 for said modifications. To deal with the different sensitivity of the CyTOF apparatus to 

the various markers a hyperbolic arcsine transform (with a scale factor of 5) was first applied 

to the data, followed by a Z-transform: 

𝑀𝑖,𝑗 = arcsinh
𝑀𝑖,𝑗

5
 

 

 

𝑀𝑖,𝑗 =
𝑀𝑖,𝑗 −  𝜇𝑗

𝜎𝑗
 

 

Where i denotes the observation, j denotes the column (modification), µj is the mean of column 

j, and σj is its standard deviation. Z-transform scaling was done at the same time on samples 

that were acquired together, such as the HEK293 WT and H3-K27M cell lines. 

Epigenetic markers normalization 

Based on the assumption that the core histones H3, H3.3, and H4 should be expressed at a 

similar level in all cells, systematic effects were removed from the measurement by subtracting 

a linear combination of the three core histones from the epigenetic values of all 

observations 𝑀𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑀𝑖,𝑗 − 𝛼 𝐻3.3
𝑖 − 𝛽𝐻4

𝑗
− 𝛾𝐻3

𝑗
 , 
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Where the coefficients α, β, and γ are chosen by a least squares minimization procedure to 

minimize the sum of the variances of the core histones across all observations: σ(H3.3) + σ(H4) 

+ σ(H3). A reduction of a few dozen percent in the sum of variances was observed after the 

subtraction, indicating the removal of systematic effects. 

 

FACS staining and sorting 

Before harvesting, 5ml FACS tubes were coated with wash buffer (2mM EDTA, 0.5% BSA 

(w/v) in PBS) for 30 minutes at RT or at 4°C overnight, to minimize loss of cells sticking to 

the sides of the tubes. For all buffers, RNasin Plus Ribonuclease Inhibitor was added to a 

concentration of 0.4U/μl, and the entire protocol was carried out on ice and at 4°C. Up to 10M 

cells were harvested and washed in 1ml of PBS and centrifuged at 400g for 5 minutes. The 

supernatant was aspirated and the cells were suspended in a 100μl PBS solution containing 

1:400 Zombie Violet Fixable Viability Dye for 30 minutes for live/dead staining. The dye was 

quenched by adding 900μl of blocking buffer (2mM EDTA, 10% BSA (w/v) in PBS) and the 

cells were centrifuged at 400g for 5 minutes. The supernatant was aspirated and the cells were 

washed in 1ml PBS and centrifuged at 400g for 5 minutes. The cells were suspended in 100μl 

PBS, then had methanol pre-chilled to -20°C slowly added to them while tapping the tube, then 

kept on ice for 10 minutes for fixation and permeabilization. The cells were centrifuged at 900g 

for 5 minutes and the supernatant was aspirated. The cells were washed twice by suspending 

them in 1ml wash buffer and centrifuging at 900g for 5 minutes. The supernatant was aspirated 

and the cells were suspended in 100μl saturated ammonium sulfate solution containing 0.8U/μl 

RNasin Plus Ribonuclease Inhibitor and kept on ice for 10 minutes, and were then washed 

twice with 1ml was buffer and centrifuged at 900g for 5 minutes. The supernatant was aspirated 

and the cells were suspended in 100μl blocking buffer and kept on ice for 10 minutes, then 

primary antibodies (α-H3-K27M-AF488 and α-H3-AF647) were added to a final dilution of 

1:500 for 30 minutes of staining. The cells were washed with 1ml wash buffer, then centrifuged 

at 900g for five minutes. The supernatant was aspirated and the cells were suspended in 1ml 

FACS buffer (0.1mM EDTA, 0.5% BSA (w/v) in PBS) and strained through a 40μm mesh. 

Flow cytometry analysis and sorting were performed on a FACSAria III instrument (BD 

Biosciences) equipped with a 407, 488, 561 and 633 nm lasers, using a 100 um nozzle, 

controlled by the BD FACSDiva software v8.0.1 (BD Biosciences). 
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RNA extraction and MARS-Seq 

RNA was extracted from samples using a Qiagen RNeasy Micro Kit (Qiagen #74004) 

following the manufacturer protocol and stored at -80°C until needed. Library preparation for 

MARS-Seq from extracted RNA was done according to a published protocol using a NextSeq 

500/550 High Output Kit v2.5 and sequencing was done on a NextSeq500 machine (Jaitin 

et al., 2014). 

 

Western blot analysis 

For western blot analysis, cell pellets were resuspended in Laemmli sample buffer containing 

50mM DTT and vortexed and heated up to 98°C. The dissolved pellets were loaded onto TG 

gels. Electrophoresis was carried out in TG-SDS buffer for 1-1.5 hours at 100V. After 

electrophoresis, the proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes using a commercial 

transfer kit. After transfer, the membranes were briefly rinsed in TBS, then blocked with 5% 

(w/v) milk powder in TBST for 45 minutes. The membranes were then rinsed in TBST and 

incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4 °C with gentle rocking. Primary antibodies 

(Table S2) were diluted according to manufacturer instructions in TBST containing 5% BSA 

(w/v) and 0.04% sodium-azide (w/v). The following day the membranes were rinsed in TBST, 

then incubated with HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies diluted according to manufacturer 

instructions in a solution containing 5% milk powder in TBST. The membranes were then 

rinsed in TBST and dipped in an ECL mixture prior to exposure. Membranes were imaged 

using a Bio-Rad ChemiDoc MP imaging system. 

 

Immunofluorescence imaging and analysis of cultured cells 

Once ready for imaging, cells were fixed on the coverslips with  4% (v/v) formaldehyde solution 

in PBS for 20 minutes. The formaldehyde was then removed, and the coverslips were rinsed with 

PBS. Cells were then permeabilized with a 0.1% triton- X100 (v/v) solution in PBS for 20 

minutes with gentle rocking. The triton solution was then removed, and the coverslips were 

rinsed with PBS. Next, coverslips were blocked with a 10% BSA (w/v) solution in PBS at 4°C 

overnight. The coverslips were then stained with primary antibodies (Table S2) diluted 

according to manufacturer instructions in a 1% BSA solution in PBS and incubated for 90 

minutes at RT. The coverslips were then washed with PBS and incubated for 30 minutes with 

secondary antibodies, followed by washes with PBS and staining with DAPI working solution 

for 5 minutes. After DAPI staining the coverslips were washed with PBS and mounted on 
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25x75x1mm glass slides with ProLong Gold Antifade Mountant. The slides were visualized 

on a Nikon Eclipse Ti2 microscope with a Yokogawa CSU-W1 confocal scanner unit and 

photographed using a Photometrics Prime 95B CMOS camera. Nuclear area was measured 

manually using Fiji based on ImageJ version 1.53c available on imagej.net. 

 

Mouse injection 

SU-DIPG6 cells expressing GFP were stereotactically injected into the pons of male NGS mice 

as previously described (Venkatesh et al., 2019). Injection coordinates were: 0.8 mm posterior 

to lambda, 1 mm lateral to the sagittal suture, and 5 mm deep. Briefly, the skull of the mouse 

was exposed, and a small bore hole (0.5 mm) was made using a high-speed drill at the 

appropriate stereotactic coordinates. Approximately 300,000 cells in 3µl volume were injected 

at a speed of 0.3µL per minute into the pons with a 26-gauge Hamilton syringe; following 10 

min pause, the needle was removed at a speed of 0.2 mm/minute. After closing the scalp, mice 

were placed on a warming pad and returned to their cages after full recovery. Mice were 

euthanized 14 weeks post-surgery and brains were removed for analysis. 

 

Mouse slides collection and staining 

Brains were collected, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, embedded in paraffin blocks in series of 6μm 

sections, with 50um skips made from the pons area. Slides were de-paraffinized and antigen 

retrieval was done using citric acid at pH6. Blocking for unspecific binding was done with 20% 

normal horse serum (NHS), 0.5% triton in PBS. Rabbit anti NUMA1 was diluted in 2% NHS and 

0.5% triton and was incubated overnight. Slides were then incubated with an HRP conjugated goat 

anti rabbit 1:100 diluted 2% NHS for 1.5hr followed by 1:500 OPAL 690. Primary antibodies were 

stripped using microwave treatment with citric acid at pH6, blocked and again incubated with rabbit 

anti H3-K27M (1:100) and goat anti GFP (1:50). Donkey anti rabbit Cy3-conjugated and 

biotinylated were followed by a Sterptavidin-Cy2 incubation. Slides were imaged with Leica Mi8 

microscope equipped with a motorized stage and a Leica DFC365 FX camera. Single x20 

magnification images were tiled to receive a full scan of the tumor section. Slides were also imaged 

using a Nikon Eclipse Ti2 microscope with a Yokogawa CSU-W1 confocal scanner unit and 

photographed using a Photometrics Prime 95B CMOS camera. 

 

Mouse slides image analysis 

High magnification images were analyzed to detect H3-K27M signal heterogeneity. For each field 
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of view, multiple optical Z sections were taken to cover the entire depth of the brain slice, and 

maximum projection images were produced. Nuclei were segmented using Fiji. Signal intensity 

histograms were generated by calculating the arcsinh transformed median intensity of the H3-

K27M staining in each nucleus. Nuclei negative for NUMA staining were manually removed from 

the analysis to include only human cells. 

 

Transfection with siRNA 

Transfection with siRNA was done according to the manufacturer protocol. A day before 

transfection, 1.5M cells were seeded on a 10cm plate in DMEM without antibiotics. On the day of 

transfection, siRNA was diluted to a final concentration of 20nM in OptiMEM, and in a different 

tube 30μl of lipofectamine was mixed with 1470μl OptiMEM. Both mixtures were kept for 5 

minutes at RT, and in the meantime the volume of medium in the 10cm plates was reduced to 7ml 

exactly. After 5 minutes of incubation at RT, the siRNA and lipofectamine in OptiMEM were 

mixed together and kept for 20 minutes at RT. A mix of 3ml was added to each 10cm plate, which 

was gently swirled to ensure consistent concentrations in the plate. The plates were incubated in a 

standard cell culture incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 8 hours, and then the medium was changed 

to standard DMEM. The cells were harvested 48 hours after transfection. 

 

Quantification and statistical analysis 

Nuclear size measurement 

Group sizes are indicated in the figure legends. N was defined as the number of nuclei measured in 

each condition, and is stated in the figure legend. A one-sided Welch’s t-test was conducted to 

determine significance. The P-values *** p < 0.001 were considered statistically significant. Error 

bars represent the mean±SE. 

 

CyTOF data quantification 

The number of cells analyzed in each experiment is indicated in Table S3. N was defined as the 

number of cells in each condition. Welch’s t-test was conducted to determine significance when 

comparing differences in measured proteins, represented by box plots. A chi-square test was 

conducted when comparing fractions of cells in different conditions, represented by bar graphs. A 

confidence interval (CI) was inferred on correlations by bootstrapping, and Welch’s t-test was 

conducted to determine significance. For all tests in the paper, the P-value *** p < 0.001 was 

considered statistically significant. 
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE 

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER 

Antibodies 

Anti-Myelin Basic Protein 
antibody [MBP101], 100 μg 

abcam Cat#ab62631 

Tri-Methyl-Histone H3 (Lys36) 
(D5A7) XP® Rabbit mAb 

CST Cat#4909 

Anti-Cross GFAP (GA5) Fluidigm Cat#3143022B 

EZH2 (D2C9) XP® Rabbit 
mAb 

CST Cat#5246 

Tri-Methyl-Histone H3 (Lys4) 
(C42D8) Rabbit mAb 

CST Cat#9751 

Anti-Histone H3 (di methyl 
K79) antibody - ChIP Grade, 
100 μg 

abcam Cat#ab3594 

Anti-p-Histone H2A.X [Ser139] 
(JBW301) 

Fluidigm Cat#3147016A 

Di-Methyl-Histone H3 (Lys36) 
(C75H12) Rabbit mAb 

CST Cat#2901 

Anti-Human SOX2 (O30-678) Fluidigm Cat#3150019B 

Anti-SIRT1 antibody 
[19A7AB4] 

abcam Cat#ab110304 

Acetyl-Histone H4 (Lys16) 
(E2B8W) Rabbit mAb 

CST Cat#13534 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-
ubiquityl-Histone H2A 
(Lys119) (clone D27C4) 

CST Cat#8240 

Mono-Methyl-Histone H3 (K4) 
(D1A9) XP(R) Rabbit mAb 

CST Cat#5326S 

Anti-Histone H3.3 antibody 
[EPR17899] - BSA and Azide 
free 

abcam Cat#ab208690 

Anti-Histone H3 (acetyl K64) 
antibody [EPR20713] - 
BSAand Azide free 

abcam Cat#ab251549 

Anti-Bmi1 antibody 
[EPR22604-160] - BSA and 
Azide free 

abcam Cat#ab254475 

Anti-c-Myc antibody [Y69] - 
BSA and Azide free 

abcam Cat#ab168727 

Anti-Histone H4 antibody 
[mAbcam 31830] - ChIP 
Grade – BSA and Azide free 

abcam Cat#ab238663 

Acetyl-Histone H3 (Lys27) 
(D5E4) XP® Rabbit mAb 

CST Cat#8173P 

Anti-Histone H4 (tri methyl 
K20) antibody 

abcam Cat#ab9053 

Recombinant Anti-DLL3 
antibody [EPR22592-18] - 

abcam Cat#ab255694 

Key Resource Table



BSA and Azide free 

Anti-Human Ki-67 (B56) Fluidigm Cat#3172024B 

Rabbit monoclonal anti-
cleaved-Histone H3 (Thr22) 
(clone D7J2K) 

CST Cat#12576 

Mouse monoclonal anti-acetyl-
Histone H3 (Lys9) (clone 
2G1F9) 

Active Motif Cat#61663 

Anti-Histone H1.0 antibody 
[27] 

abcam Cat#ab11080 

Anti-Mouse CD24 Fluidigm Cat#3166007B 

Mouse monoclonal anti-
trimethyl-Histone H3 (Lys27) 
(clone MABI 0323) 

Active Motif Cat#61017 

Recombinant Anti-Histone H3 
(mutated K27M) antibody 
[EPR18340] - ChIP Grade – 
BSA and Azide free 

abcam Cat#ab240310 

Tri-Methyl-Histone H3 (Lys9) 
(D4W1U) Rabbit mAb 

CST Cat#13969S 

Anti-Human/ Mouse CD44 
(cancer stem cell marker) 

Fluidigm Cat#3171003 

Anti-Human CD184/CXCR4 
(12G5) 

Fluidigm Cat#3173001B 

Anti-Human/ Mouse/ Rat 
pHistone H3 [Ser28] 

Fluidigm Cat#3175012A 

Anti-Histone H1.3 + Histone 
H1.4 antibody 

abcam Cat#ab61177 

Histone H3 Antibody IonPath Cat#711501 

Recombinant Anti-Histone H3 
(di methyl K9) antibody [Y49] - 
BSA and Azide free 

abcam Cat#ab173325 

Anti-Histone H3 (di methyl 
K27) antibody - ChIP Grade 

abcam Cat#ab24684 

Histone H3 (D1H2) XP® CST Cat#4499 

Anti-Histone H3 (acetyl K9) 
antibody [AH3-120] - ChIP 
Grade 

acbam Cat#ab12179 

Histone H3 (K27M Mutant 
Specific) (D3B5T) 

CST Cat#74829 

Recombinant Anti-SOX2 
[EPR3131] 

abcam Cat#ab92494 

Monoclonal Anti-β-Tubulin 
clone: SAP.4G5 

Merck Cat#T7816 

Anti-Histone H1o/H5 clone 
3H9 

Merck Cat#05-629-I 

Anti-Histone H3 (tri methyl 
K27) antibody [EPR18607] 

abcam Cat#ab192985 

Di/Tri-Methyl-Histone H3 
(Lys9) (6F12) 

CST Cat#5327 



Acetyl-Histone H3 (Lys27) 
Monoclonal Antibody 

Thermo Fisher Cat#MA5-23516 

Alexa Fluor 488 Goat Anti 
Mouse IgG 

Thermo Fisher Cat#A-11001 

Alexa Fluor 546 donkey anti-
mouse IgG 

Thermo Fisher Cat#A-10036 

Alexa Fluor 546 goat anti 
rabbit IgG 

Thermo Fisher Cat#A-11010 

Alexa Fluor 488 donkey anti-
rabbit IgG 

Thermo Fisher Cat#A-21206 

Peroxidase-AffiniPure Goat 
Anti-Mouse IgG 

Jackson Cat#115-035-003 

Peroxidase-AffiniPure Goat 
Anti-Rabbit IgG 

Jackson Cat#11-035-144 

Histone H3 (K27M Mutant 
Speci.) (D3B5T) Rabbit mAb 
(Alexa Fluor(R) 488 Conj.) 

CST custom made 

Histone H3 (D1H2) XP® 
Rabbit mAb (Alexa Fluor® 647 
Conjugate) 

CST Cat#12230 

Anti-Human CyclinB1 (GNS-1) Fluidigm Cat#3153009A 

Anti-pRb [S807/S811] (J112-
906) 

Fluidigm Cat#3150013A 

IHC‑ plus™ Polyclonal Rabbit 
anti‑ Human NUMA1 

LSBio Cat#LS-B11047-50 

Anti-Rabbit IgG (Goat), HRP-
Labeled 

Perkin Elmer Cat#NEF812001EA 

Anti-GFP antibody abcam Cat#ab6673 

Cy3 AffiniPure Donkey Anti-
Rabbit IgG (H+L) 

Jackson Cat#711-165-152 
  

Anti-Human PDGFRa 
(D13C6) 

Fluidigm Cat#3160007A 

Bacterial and Virus Strains 

NEB® Stable Competent E. 
coli 

NEB Cat#C3040 

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins 

Ammonium sulfate, saturated 
soln. 

Alfa Aesar Cat#J61620 
CAS#7783-20-2 
  

Methanol absolute Bio-Lab Cat#001368052100 
CAS#67-56-1 

G418 disulfate salt Merck Cat#A1720 
CAS#108321-42-2 

Vorinostat 
  

MCE Cat#HY-10221 
CAS#149647-78-9 

Doxycycline Hyclate Merck Cat#D9891 
CAS#24390-14-5 

Lipofectamine™ 2000 
Transfection Reagent 

Thermo Fisher Cat#11668027 



DAPI Thermo Fisher Cat#62248 

ProLong Gold antifade 
reagent 

Thermo Fisher Cat#P10144 

RNasin Plus Ribonuclease 
Inhibitor 

Promega Cat#N2611 

Neurobasal-A medium Thermo Fisher Cat#10888022 

DMEM-F12 Thermo Fisher Cat#11330032 

DMEM Thermo Fisher Cat#41965-039 

HEPES buffer Thermo Fisher Cat#15630056 

MEM sodium-pyruvate Thermo Fisher Cat#11360039 

MEM non-essential amino 
acids 

Thermo Fisher Cat#11140035 

Glutamax Thermo Fisher Cat#35050038 

antibiotic antimycotic Thermo Fisher Cat#15240096 

B-27 supplement w/o vitamin 
A 

Thermo Fisher Cat#12587010 

H-EGF Shenandoah Cat#100-26 

H-FGF-basic-154 Shenandoah Cat#100-146 

H-PDGF-AA Shenandoah Cat#100-16 

H-PDGF-BB Shenandoah Cat#100-18 

Heparin sodium salt from 
porcine intestinal mucosa 

Merck Cat#H3149 
CAS#9041-08-1 
  

TrypLE Express Thermo Fisher Cat#12604013 

DNase I Worthington Cat#LS002007 

HBSS Merck Cat#H6648 

Maxpar nuclear antigen 
staining buffer set 

Fluidigm Cat#201063 

Maxpar PBS Fluidigm Cat#201058 

Maxpar cell staining buffer Fluidigm Cat#201068 

Maxpar cell acquisition 
solution 

Fluidigm Cat#201240 

Cell-ID Cisplatin Fluidigm Cat#201064 

Cell-ID Intercalator-Ir Fluidigm Cat#201192A 

Cell-ID IdU Fluidigm Cat#201127 

OptiMEM I reduced serum 
medium 

Thermo Fisher Cat#31985070 

Poly-L-Lysine Solution, 0.01%, 
Sterile-F 

Merck Cat#P4707 

Opal 690 Reagent Pack Akoya Biosciences Cat#FP1497001KT 

Puromycin solution Invivogen Cat#ant-pr 
CAS#58-58-2 

Cy2 Streptavidin Jackson Cat#016-220-084 

Critical Commercial Assays 

NextSeq 500/550 High Output 
Kit v2.5 (75 Cycles) 

Illumina Cat#20024906 

RNeasy Micro Kit Qiagen Cat#74004 



Helios CyTOF Device Fluidigm RRID:SCR_019916 

BD FACS Aria III Cell Sorter BD Biosciences Cat#23-11585-02 

Deposited Data 

H3-K27M HEK nuclear 
imaging and quantification 

This paper DOI: 
10.17632/3zj3ycn6fh.1 

H3-K27M imaging and 
quantification in mouse slides 

This paper DOI: 
10.17632/5s2z8s28pg.1 

SU-DIPG25 RNA-Seq This paper GEO Accession number: 
GSE200001 

CyTOF fcs. files This paper Flow Repository ID: FR-
FCM-Z562 

Experimental Models: Cell Lines 

HEK293 WIS Tissue Culture Repository RRID CVCL_0045 

HEK293T WIS Tissue Culture Repository RRID CVCL_0063 

SU-DIPG6 Michelle Monje's lab, Stanford University RRID CVCL_IT40 

SU-DIPG13 Michelle Monje's lab, Stanford University RRID CVCL_IT41 

HEK293 pInducer H3.3-K27M This paper  

HEK293 pInducer H3.3-WT This paper  

SJ-HGGX39 H3.3-K27M OE This paper  

SJ-HGGX39 H3.3-WT OE This paper  

SJ-HGGX39 Suzanne J. Baker's lab, St. Jude's 
Children's Research Hospital 

 

SU-DIPG25 Michelle Monje's lab, Stanford University  

SU-DIPG38 Michelle Monje's lab, Stanford University  

BT245 K27M Nada Jabado's lab, McGill University  

BT245 K27M KO c5 Nada Jabado's lab, McGill University  

SU-DIPG36 K27M KO c2 Nada Jabado's lab, McGill University  

SU-DIPG36 c1 s2 unedited Nada Jabado's lab, McGill University  

SU-DIPG13 H3.3-K27M OE This paper  

SU-DIPG13 H3.3-WT OE This paper  

SU-DIPG6-GFP Michelle Monje's lab, Stanford University  

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains 

NSG mice genotype 

NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid 

Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ 

Jackson Cat#005557 

Oligonucleotides 

ON-Target plus KMT2A 
siRNA, SMARTpool 

Dharmacon L-009914-00-0005 

ON-Target plus KMT2D 
siRNA, SMARTpool 

Dharmacon L-004828-00-0005 

ON-target plus non-targeting 
pool, SMARTpool 

Dharmacon L-001810-10-0005 

Recombinant DNA 

pINDUCER20-H3.3WT Mario Suva's lab, Harvard University  

pINDUCER20-H3.3-K27M 
  

Mario Suva's lab, Harvard University  



pMDL 
  

Igor Ulitsky's lab, Weizmann Institute of 
Science 

 

pRev Igor Ulitsky's lab, Weizmann Institute of 
Science 

 

pVSVG Igor Ulitsky's lab, Weizmann Institute of 
Science 

 

pGIPZ-tRFP-miR-E-H3F3A Suzanne J. Baker's lab, St. Jude's 
Children's Research Hospital 

 

pGIPZ-tRFP-miR-E-H3F3B Suzanne J. Baker's lab, St. Jude's 
Children's Research Hospital 

 

Software and Algorithms 

ImageJ NIH RRID:SCR_00307 

Fiji NIH RRID:SCR_002285 

Python Programming 
Language 

Python.org RRID:SCR_008394 

Biorender Biorender.com RRID:SCR_018361 

ImageScope https://www.leicabiosystems.com/digital-
pathology/manage/aperio-imagescope/ 

RRID:SCR_014311 

CyTOF epigenetic analysis 
original code 

This paper DOI: 
10.5281/zenodo.5881922 

Cytobank Cytobank.org RRID:SCR_014043 

CyTOF Software v7.0 Fluidigm.com RRID:SCR_021055 

BD FACSDiva software V8.0.1 BD Biosciences RRID:SCR_001456 
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Supplemental Text and Figures



 

Figure S1: High reproducibility of H3-K27M-mediated epigenetic alterations in HEK293 
cells. Related to Figure 1. 

(A-D) Validations of antibodies included in the CyTOF panel, by CyTOF (A,B,D) or by Western 

blot (C). (A) Expression levels of H3K4me1 (left) and H3K4me3 (right) in HEK293 cells following 

siRNA-mediated knock-down of KMT2A or KMT2D, the enzymes that deposit these marks. P 

values were calculated by Welch’s t-test. *** P value < 0.001. (B) Expression levels of histone 

acetylations in SU-DIPG13 treated with the histone deacetylase inhibitor Vorinostat for 96 hours, 

compared to untreated cells. Significant elevation is detected for all acetylations, as expected. P 

values were calculated as in (A). (C) Western blot for H4K16ac in HEK293 cells following siRNA-

mediated knock-down of the H4K16ac acetyltransferase, MOF. H3 is used as loading control. (D) 

Expression levels of H3K27M, H3K27me2 and H3K27me3 in WT DIPG cells (SJ-HGGX39) 

ectopically expressing WT H3.3 or H3.3-K27M. P values were calculated as in (A). (E) Heat map 

matrix of the expression levels of the indicated histone modifications in HEK293 cells induced to 

express H3-WT or H3-K27M. Numbers represent three independent biological repeats. Induction 

period was 10, 7 and 4 days in experiments 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Epigenetic alterations are 

highly reproducible despite the different induction times. (F) Data distribution of the indicated 

epigenetic modifications in HEK293 cells expressing WT H3.3 or H3.3-K27M. Top: 10 days of 

H3-K27M induction. Middle: 7 days induction. Bottom: 4 days induction. (G) UMAP analysis of 

the HEK293 cells induced to express H3-K27M. Shown is the small cluster of cells that failed to 

express H3-K27M, as indicated by the lack of H3-K27M signal as well as lack of effect on 

H3K27me3 and H3K27ac. The exact panel composition used for each experiment, and the number 

of cells analyzed, is described in Table S2 and Table S3, respectively. 

 

 

 

  



 

 



 

 



 

Figure S2: Machine learning to identify epigenetic modifications influencing the two 

epigenetic states in SU-DIPG13. Related to Figure 2. 

(A) SU-DIPG48 tumor-derived cells expressing WT H3 (blue) and SU-DIPG13 expressing H3-

K27M (red) were analyzed by CyTOF. Cell cycle markers, included in the CyTOF panel, were 

used to determine the cell cycle phase of each cell: G1, S and G2. For each phase, a joint UMAP 

of the two cell lines was generated, based on all epigenetic modifications. The two tumor-derived 

lines cluster separately in each phase of the cell cycle (red/blue indicates the sample’s 

index/barcode). A single repeat was done for this experiment. For panel composition and number 

of cells analyzed, see Tables S2-3. (B) UMAP of SU-DIPG13 cells based on epigenetic 

modifications as in figure 3B, showing two distinct clusters. Levels of the indicated modifications 

in these two clusters are shown. (C-E) Machine learning applied to study the allocation of cells to 

the two epigenetic clusters in SU-DIPG13, using gradient boosting algorithm. (C) UMAP 

representation of the trained and predicted datasets. Orange and grey relate to the H3-K27M-high 

and H3-K27M-low clusters, respectively. (D) Two representative waterfall plots; for each instance 

the figure shows the Shapley value54 of each of the modifications. Modifications shifting the result 

toward the H3-K27M-low cluster are denoted in gray, while those shifting in the direction of the 

H3-K27M-high cluster are denoted in orange. The modifications are ordered by decreasing Shapley 

values, where the most contributing modifications (largest absolute value) are shown at the top of 

each plot. (E) The mean absolute Shapley values for the various modifications over all instances in 

the training set. The value shown indicates the importance of the modification to the classification.  

(F) Data distribution of the epigenetic modifications, as measured by CyTOF, for the two 

epigenetic clusters identified in SU-DIPG13. (G-H) Data distribution of the epigenetic 

modifications, as measured by CyTOF, in SU-DIPG36 (G) and BT245 (H) cell lines, in the control 

cells expressing H3K27M versus cells knocked-out (KO) for the mutant histone. For panel 

composition and number of cells analyzed, see Tables S2-3. A single repeat was done per cell line. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

Figure S3: Dynamics of H3-K27M-induced epigenetic alterations. Related to Figure 3. 

(A) HEK293 cells were induced to express H3-K27M for 8, 16, 48 and 96 hours, compared to cells 

expressing WT-H3 (marked as zero induction of H3-K27M), and analyzed by CyTOF . Violin plots 

of the indicated modifications show alterations in their distribution following H3K27M induction. 

To calculate the significance of changes over time, we performed Welch’s t-test for each 

modification at each of the time points, relative to the time point that preceded it. All changes are 

significant (p-value < 0.001) except for H3K27me3 levels at time points 0 and 8, which remain the 

same. The experiment was performed once with multiple time points.  (B) H3K9me3 expression 

levels in SU-DIPG36 cell line, as measured by CyTOF, in the control cells expressing H3K27M 

versus cells knocked-out (KO) for the mutant histone. P values were calculated by Welch’s t-test. 

*** P value < 0.001. (C-D) SJ-HGGX39 cells were induced to express H3-K27M for 8, 16, 48 and 

96 hours, compared to non-induced cells. CyTOF analysis was done as in A, with the addition of 

antibodies targeting H3K27me2 and H3K9me2. Shown are the mean values (C) and violin plots 

(D) of the indicated modifications at different time points following H3-K27M induction. P values 

were calculated as in (A): all changes are significant except for the change in H3K27me2 levels 

from 0 to 8, and 8 to 16 hours; the H3K36me2 change from 8 to 16 hours; the H4K16ac change 

from 0 to 8 hours, and the H3K9me3 change from 8 to 16 hours, and 16 to 48 hours. The experiment 

was performed once with multiple time points. For panel composition and number of cells 

analyzed, see Tables S2-3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 



 

 



 

Figure S4: The two epigenetic states are robust across several patient-derived lines, with H3-

K27M heterogeneity observed in-vivo in human samples. Related to Figure 4. 

(A-D) Data distribution of the epigenetic modifications, as measured by CyTOF, for the two 

epigenetic clusters identified in (A) SU-DIPG 25, (B) SU-DIPG38, (C) SU-DIPG6 and (D) SU-

DIPG13. Presented is one biological representative repeat out of four CyTOF experiments for SU-

DIPG13, three for SU-DIPG25, one for SU-DIPG6 and one for SU-DIPG38. (E) Fraction of cells 

positive for the mitosis-associated phosphorylation pH3[S28] in the two epigenetic clusters, in the 

indicated DIPG lines. P values were calculated by chi square test. *** P value < 0.001. (F-I) SU-

DIPG25 tumor-derived cells were analyzed by CyTOF. Cell cycle markers, included in the CyTOF 

panel, were used to determine the cell cycle phase of each cell: G1, S and G2. (F-H) Data 

distribution of the epigenetic modifications, as measured by CyTOF, for the two epigenetic clusters, 

for cells in (F) G1 phase, (G) S phase and (H) G2 phase. (I) UMAP analysis, based on all epigenetic 

modifications, indicates that the two epigenetic subpopulations are distinct at all phases of the cell 

cycle. Shown are normalized levels of H3K27M. (J) EZH2 expression levels as measured by 

CyTOF in the two epi-clusters of SU-DIPG6 and SU-DIPG13. P values were calculated by Welch’s 

t-test. *** P value < 0.001. (K)  SU-DIPG13 cells were infected with shRNA targeting the H3F3B 

WT gene of H3.3 (‘shControl’, part of the experiment presented in Figure 4H), and analyzed by 

CyTOF.  UMAP was performed based on all epigenetic markers. Gray and orange colors indicate 

the H3-K27M-low and H3-K27M-high clusters, respectively. (L) Fold change differences between 

the two clusters identified in (K) for the indicated epigenetic modifications. Mean values (after 

transformation, scaling and normalization) of the H3-K27M-low cluster were subtracted from the 

H3-K27M-high cluster. (M) Left: density plot of the arcsinh transformed median values of nuclear 

H3-K27M intensity, measured by immunohistochemistry for H3-K27M, in DIPG tumors in-vivo 

in the mouse xenograft model. Shown is one representative repeat out of three mice that were 

analyzed. Right: density plot of H3-K27M levels (after transformation, scaling and normalization), 

as measured by CyTOF in SU-DIPG13 cells. (N) Confocal images of DIPG tumors in-vivo in the 

mouse xenograft model, stained for DAPI (blue), GFP (green), H3-K27M (red) and NUMA 

(white). Co-staining indicates that H3K27M positive cells are also positive for human specific 

NUMA and GFP staining. Scale bar is 20µm. (O) Human patients’ autopsy samples, stained for 

H3-K27M (similar to Figure 4J). Scale bar = 200μm. 

  



 

 



 

Figure S5: The two epigenetic subpopulations show distinct proliferation capacity and 
expression of oncogenic and cancer stem-cells markers. Related to Figure 5. 

(A) Levels of the indicated oncogenic, cancer stem-cells and proliferation markers, as measured by 

CyTOF, for the H3-K27M-high and H3-K27M-low clusters in SU-DIPG13, SU-DIPG25 and SU-

DIPG38. Left to right: Fraction of H1.0-positive cells, expression levels (transformed and scaled) 

of SOX2 and c-Myc, fraction of CD24 and CD44 positive cells, and expression levels of Ki-67. 

For H1.0, CD24 and CD44 fractions, p values were calculated by chi square test. For SOX2, c-Myc 

and Ki-67, p values were calculated by Welch’s t-test. *** P value < 0.001.  (B) Box plots of c-

Myc expression levels, measured by CyTOF, in HEK293 cells expressing either WT or H3-K27M. 

P values was calculated by Welch’s t-test. A single repeat was performed for this experiment. (C) 

PDGFRa expression levels in the two epigenetic clusters in SU-DIPG13, as measured by CyTOF. 

A single repeat was performed for this experiment, P values was calculated as in (B).  (D)  Contour 

plots of c-Myc versus Ki-67 in SU-DIPG13 H3-K27M-high (orange) and H3-K27M-low (gray) 

clusters. For panel composition and number of cells analyzed in all of these experiments, see Tables 

S2-3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 



 

Figure S6: Pairwise correlations of histone modifications. Related to Figure 6. 

(A-B) Pearson pairwise correlation between histone modifications measured by CyTOF (after 

transformation, scaling and normalization) in WT HEK293 cells.  Shown is the coefficient of 

determination (R2) heat map matrix of the following: (A) all histone modification in WT HEK293. 

(B) Biological repeats of WT HEK293, showing active histone modifications (similar to figure 

6A). (C) Immunofluorescence staining of MCF7 cells with the indicated antibodies, DAPI was 

uswd for DNA labeling. H3K9me3 is localized to discrete foci in the nuclei, as opposed to 

H3K27me3 and H3K27ac that show a more dispersed pattern in the nucleoplasm. Scale = 5µm. 

(D-G) Pearson pairwise correlation between active (D and E) and repressive (F and G) histone 

modifications measured by CyTOF (after transformation, scaling and normalization) in HEK293 

cells at G1 or S-phase. Cells were allocated to the indicated cell cycle phases based on cell cycle 

indicators included in the CyTOF panel. (D, F) The coefficient of determination (R2) heat map 

matrix. (E, G) Dendograms of the indicated modifications in G1 versus S phase cells. The 

repressive modifications show similar clustering along the cell cycle. The active H4K16ac 

modification clusters with H3 acetylations during G1, yet in S-phase it clusters with H3K4me3 and 

H3K4me1.  (H) Pearson pairwise correlation between active histone modifications measured by 

CyTOF (after transformation, scaling and normalization) in SU-DIPG6  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 



 

 



 

Figure S7: High-dimensional single-cell analysis of epigenetic alterations during cell cycle. 

Related to Figure 7. 

(A) Box plots of the non-normalized scaled expression levels of the core histones in different phases 

of the cell cycle, in HEK293 and SU-DIG13 cells. P values were calculated for each phase in 

relation to the previous one by Welch’s t-test. *** P value < 0.001. (B) Graphical representation of 

the epigenetic state of the G1 and S-phase populations of HEK293 and SU-DIPG13. (C) Data 

distribution of the epigenetic modifications, as measured by CyTOF, in cells at G1 and S phase, for 

the following cell lines: HEK293, SU-DIPG48, SU-DIPG13 and SU-DIPG25. (D) Data distribution 

of the epigenetic modifications, as measured by CyTOF, in cells at early and late S phase, for the 

following cell lines: HEK293, SU-DIPG48, SU-DIPG13 and SU-DIPG25 and SU-DIPG6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table S1: Antibodies and metal allocations used in the CyTOF experiments. Related to STAR 

Methods.  

Target Metal Name Vendor Cat # 

H3 115In Histone H3 Antibody IonPath 711501 

MBP 140Ce Anti-Myelin Basic Protein antibody 
[MBP101] 

abcam ab62631 

H3K36me3* 141Pr Tri-Methyl-Histone H3 (Lys36) 
(D5A7) XP® Rabbit mAb 

CST 4909 

GFAP 143Nd Anti-Cross GFAP (GA5) Fluidigm 3143022B 

EZH2* 144Nd EZH2 (D2C9) XP® Rabbit mAb CST 5246 

H3K4me3* 145nd Tri-Methyl-Histone H3 (Lys4) 
(C42D8) Rabbit mAb 

CST 9751 

H3K79me2 146Nd Anti-Histone H3 (di methyl K79) 
antibody - ChIP Grade 

abcam ab3594/ 
ab249947 

pHistone H2A.X 147Sm Anti-p-Histone H2A.X [Ser139] 
(JBW301) 

Fluidigm 3147016A 

H3K36me2* 149Sm Di-Methyl-Histone H3 (Lys36) 
(C75H12) Rabbit mAb 

CST 2901 

SOX2 150Nd Anti-Human SOX2 (O30-678) Fluidigm 3150019B 

SIRT1 151Eu Anti-SIRT1 antibody [19A7AB4] abcam ab110304 

H3K9me2 151Eu Recombinant Anti-Histone H3 (di 
methyl K9) antibody [Y49] - BSA 
and Azide free 

abcam ab173325 

H4K16ac* 152sm Acetyl-Histone H4 (Lys16) (E2B8W) 
Rabbit mAb 

CST 13534 

H2Aub* 153Eu Rabbit monoclonal anti-ubiquityl-
Histone H2A (Lys119) (clone 
D27C4) 

CST 8240 

H3K4me1* 154sm Mono-Methyl-Histone H3 (K4) 
(D1A9) XP(R) Rabbit mAb 

CST 5326S 

H3.3 155Gd Anti-Histone H3.3 antibody 
[EPR17899] - BSA and Azide free 

abcam ab208690 



 

H3K64ac 156Gd Anti-Histone H3 (acetyl K64) 
antibody [EPR20713] – BSA and 
Azide free 

abcam ab251549 

BMI-1 157Gd Anti-Bmi1 antibody [EPR22604-160] 
- BSA and Azide free 

abcam ab254475 

c-Myc 158Gd Anti-c-Myc antibody [Y69] - BSA 
and Azide free 

abcam ab168727 

H4 159Tb Anti-Histone H4 antibody [mAbcam 
31830] - ChIP Grade – BSA and 
Azide free 

abcam ab238663 

H3K27ac* 160Gd Acetyl-Histone H3 (Lys27) (D5E4) 
XP® Rabbit mAb 

CST 8173P 

PDGFRa 160Gd 
Anti-Human PDGFRa (D13C6)-
160Gd 

Fluidigm 3160007A 

H4K20me3 161Dy Anti-Histone H4 (tri methyl K20) 
antibody 

abcam ab9053 / 
ab239410 

DLL3 162Dy Recombinant Anti-DLL3 antibody 
[EPR22592-18] - BSA and Azide free 

abcam ab255694 

Cleaved H3* 163Dy Rabbit monoclonal anti-cleaved-
Histone H3 (Thr22) (clone D7J2K) 

CST 12576 

H3K9ac 164Dy Mouse monoclonal anti-acetyl-
Histone H3 (Lys9) (clone 2G1F9) 

Active 
Motif 

61663 

H1.0 165Ho Anti-Histone H1.0 antibody [27] abcam ab11080 

H3K27ac 165Ho H3K27ac Monoclonal antibody Thermo MA5-
23516 

CD24 166Er Anti-Mouse CD24 Fluidigm 3166007B 

H3K27me3 168Er Mouse monoclonal anti-trimethyl-
Histone H3 (Lys27) (clone MABI 
0323) 

Active 
Motif 

61017 

H3K27M 169Tm Recombinant Anti-Histone H3 
(mutated K27M) antibody 
[EPR18340] - ChIP Grade – BSA and 
Azide free 

abcam ab240310 

H3K9me3* 170Er Tri-Methyl-Histone H3 (Lys9) 
(D4W1U) Rabbit mAb 

CST 13969S 



 

CD44 171Yb Anti-Human/ Mouse CD44  (cancer 
stem cell marker) 

Fluidigm 3171003 

Ki-67 172Yb Anti-Ki-67 (B56)-172Yb Fluidigm 3172024B 

CXCR4 173Yb Anti-Human CD184/CXCR4 (12G5) Fluidigm 3173001B 

pH3[S28] 175Lu Anti-Human/ Mouse/ Rat pHistone 
H3 [Ser28] 

Fluidigm 3175012A 

H1.3/4 176Yb Anti-Histone H1.3 + Histone H1.4 
antibody 

abcam ab61177 

 

* Antibodies from CST arrived custom-made in a BSA-and-azide-free PBS solution, 1mg/ml 
concentration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table S2: Antibodies’ panel composition per CyTOF experiment. Related to all figures. 

Panel composition (see CyTOF runs details below): 

Marker \ Run # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

IdU-127I         v v     v v           

H3-115In v v   v v v v v v v v v v v v 

MBP-140Ce         v v         v         

H3K36me3-141Pr v v   v v v v v v v v       v 

H3K27me2-142Nd                       v v v   

GFAP-143Nd         v v         v         

EZH2-144Nd         v v                   

H3K4me3-145nd v v   v v v v v v v v       v 

H3K79me2-146Nd         v v v v             v 

 yH2A.X-147Sm v     v v v v v v v v       v 

H3K36me2-149Sm v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v 

pRb-150Nd                 v v           

SOX2-150Nd         v v v v     v         

H3K9me2-151Eu             v v v v v v   v   

SIRT1-151Eu         v v                 v 

H4K16ac-152sm v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v 

CyclinB1-153Eu                 v v           

H2Aub-153Eu v v   v v v v v     v   v v v 

H3K4me1-154sm v v   v v v v v v v v   v v v 

H3.3-155Gd v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v 

H3K64ac-156Gd v v   v v v v v v v v v v v v 

BMI-1-157Gd     v   v v                   

c-Myc-158Gd     v   v v v v v v v         

H4-159Tb v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v 

H3K27ac-160Gd v v v v v   v v v v v v     v 

PDGFRa-160Gd           v                   

H4K20me3-161Dy         v v v v v v v       v 

DLL3-162Dy         v v                   

Cleaved H3-163Dy v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v 



 

H3K9ac-164Dy v v   v v v v v v v v       v 

H3K27ac-165Ho           v                   

H1.0-165Ho         v   v               v 

CD24-166Er         v v v v v   v         

H3K27me3-168Er v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v 

H3K27M-169Tm v v v v v v v v v   v v v v   

H3K9me3-170Er v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v 

CD44-171Yb         v v v v   v v         

Ki-67-172Yb         v v v v v v v         

CXCR4-173Yb         v     v   v v         

pH3[S28]-175Lu v v v v v v v v v v v v v v   

H1.3/4-176Yb         v                     

 

Experiment according to CyTOF runs: 

# Samples and related figures 

1 

HEK293 K27M #1 10d induction (1B,C and S1E-G and 6E) 

HEK293 WT #1 10d induction (1B,C and S1E,F, S6AB) 

2 

HEK293 K27M #2 4d induction (S1E,F) 

HEK293 WT #2 4d induction (S1E,F, and S6B) 

HEK293 K27M #3 7d induction (S1E,F) 

HEK293 WT #3 7d induction (S1E,F and S6B) 

3 

HEK293 dynamics WT (3A-D, S3A and S5B) 

HEK293 dynamics K27M 8,16,48 & 96 hrs (3A-D and S3A) 

4 

SU-DIPG48 #1 (2A) 

SU-DIPG13 #1 (2A-D, S2B-F, and 4F) 

5 

SU-DIPG6 (4A,C,D, S4C,E,J, 5A,B,D-G, S5D, 6SH, 7F,G and S7D) 

SU-DIPG13 #2 (4A,C,F, S4D,E, S4D,E,J, 5A and 6F) 

6 SU-DIPG13 alternative panel with PDGFRa (S5C) 

7 

SJ-HGGX39 (4B) 

SU-DIPG38 (4A, S4B,E, 5A and S5A) 

SU-DIPG25 #1 (4A,B,E, S4E, 5A and S5A) 



 

8 

SU-DIPG36 K27M (S2G, 3G and 3SB) 

SU-DIPG36 KO (S2G, 3G and 3SB) 

BT245 K27M (S2H and 3G) 

BT245 KO (S2H and 3G) 

9 

SU-DIPG48 #2 cell cycle (S2A, 4B, 6B,D, 7A-G and S7C,D) 

SU-DIPG13 #3 cell cycle (S2A, 4B,C,F, 6A,C, 7B,F,G and S7A-D) 

SU-DIPG25 #2 cell cycle (4C,E, S4A,F-I, 6G, 7B,F,G and S7C,D) 

SU-DIPG25 #3 cell cycle (-) 

10 HEK293 cell cycle (S6D-F, 7B,F,G and S7A-D) 

11 

SU-DIPG13 #4 (vorino 0) (1SB, 4F and 6H,I) 

SU-DIPG13 (vorino 12,24,36 hrs) (6H,I) 

SU-DIPG13 (vorino 48 hrs) (S1B and 6H,I) 

12 

SJ-HGGX39V WT H3 (S1C) 

SJ-HGGX39V Dynamics K27M dox 8,16,48 & 96 hrs (3E,F and S3C,D) 

13 

SU-DIPG13 OE (4G) 

SU-DIPG13 OE uninduced  (4G) 

14 

SU-DIPG13 shControl (4H and S4K,L) 

SU-DIPG13 shK27M (4H) 

15 

HEK293 siControl (S1A,C)  

HEK293 siKMT2D (s1A) 

HEK293 siKMT2A  (S1A) 

HEK293 siMOF  (S1C) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table S3: Number of cell analyzed per CyTOF experiment. Related to all figures. 

Cell line and repeat number Relate to 

Figure 

Total live 

single cells 

analyzed 

H3-K27M-

High Cells 

(%) 

H3-K27M-

Low Cells 

(%) 

SU-DIPG13 #1 2A-D, S2B-F, 

and 4F 

12081 54.4 45.6 

SU-DIPG13 #2 4A,C,F, S4D,E, 

S4D,E,J, 5A 

and 6F 

14979 93.7 6.3 

SU-DIPG13 #3 (cell cycle) S2A, 4B,C,F, 

6A,C, 7B,F,G 

and S7A-D 

27149 90.9 9.1 

SU-DIPG13 #4 (vorino 0) 1SB, 4F and 

6H,I 

62323 87.6 12.4 

SU-DIPG13 4 (vorino 12hr) 6H,I 57702 N/A N/A  

SU-DIPG13 4 (vorino 24hr) 6H,I 49863 N/A N/A  

SU-DIPG13 4 (vorino 36hr) 6H,I 52400 N/A N/A  

SU-DIPG13 4 (vorino 48hr) S1B and 6H,I 46966 N/A N/A  

SU-DIPG13 OE 4G 29042 97.7 2.3 

SU-DIPG13 OE uninduced  4G 25210 94.8 5.2 

SU-DIPG13 alternative 

panel with PDGFRa 

S5C 12775 N/A N/A 

SJ-HGGX39V WT H3  S1C 138173 N/A N/A 

SJ-HGGX39V K27M dox 

8hr 

3E,F and 

S3C,D 

175756 N/A N/A 

SJ-HGGX39V K27M dox 

16hr 

3E,F and 

S3C,D 

140773 N/A N/A 

SJ-HGGX39V K27M dox 

48hr 

3E,F and 

S3C,D 

140382 N/A N/A 

SJ-HGGX39V K27M dox 

96hr 

S1C, 3E,F and 

S3C,D 

142921 N/A N/A  

SU-DIPG25 #1 4A,B,E, S4E, 

5A and S5A. 

70555 89.4 10.6 



 

SU-DIPG25 #2 (cell cycle) 4C,E, S4A,F-I, 

6G, 7B,F,G and 

S7C,D 

21549 81.7 18.3 

SU-DIPG25 #3 (cell cycle)  - 18372 84.3 15.7 

SU-DIPG6 4A,C,D, 

S4C,E,J, 

5A,B,D-G, 

S5D, 6SH, 

7F,G and S7D 

19983 89.8 10.2 

SU-DIPG38 4A, S4B,E, 5A 

and S5A 

57616 77 23 

SU-DIPG48 #1 2A  8190 N/A N/A  

SU-DIPG48 #2 (cell cycle) S2A, 4B, 6B,D, 

7A-G and 

S7C,D 

23257 N/A N/A 

SJ-HGGX39 4B 130745 N/A N/A  

SU-DIPG13 shControl 4H and S4K,L 11008 See Fig4H See Fig4H 

SU-DIPG13 shK27M 4H 10248 See Fig4H See Fig4H 

SU-DIPG36 K27M S2G, 3G and 

3SB 

4209 N/A N/A 

SU-DIPG36 KO S2G, 3G and 

3SB 

2711 N/A N/A 

BT245 K27M S2H and 3G 1034 N/A N/A 

BT245 KO S2H and 3G 2828 N/A N/A  

HEK293 (cell cycle) S6D-F, 7B,F,G 

and S7A-D 

34606 N/A N/A  

HEK293 K27M #1 10d 

induction 

1B,C and S1E-

G and 6E 

22147 N/A  N/A 

HEK293 WT #1 10d 

induction 

1B,C and 

S1E,F, S6AB 

12760 N/A   

HEK293 K27M #2 4d 

induction 

S1E,F 31422 N/A N/A  



 

HEK293 WT #2 4d 

induction 

S1E,F, and 

S6B 

37379 N/A N/A  

HEK293 K27M #3 7d 

induction 

S1E,F 23127 N/A N/A  

HEK293 WT #3 7d induction S1E,F and S6B 22266 N/A N/A  

HEK293 dynamics WT 3A-D, S3A and 

S5B 

84118 N/A N/A 

HEK293 dynamics 8hr 3A-D and S3A 59774 N/A N/A  

HEK293 dynamics 16hr 3A-D and S3A 82085 N/A N/A 

HEK293 dynamics 48hr 3A-D and S3A 72638 N/A N/A  

HEK293 dynamics 96hr 3A-D and S3A 73053 N/A N/A  

HEK293 siControl S1A,C 58634 N/A N/A  

HEK293 siKMT2D S1A 59449 N/A N/A 

HEK293 siKMT2A S1A 58710 N/A N/A 

HEK293 siMOF S1C 75287 N/A N/A  

 

 

 




